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PART I

The Co-ordination Chemistry

of Fluorophosphines,



INTRODUCTION

The first transition metal carbonyl to be isolated was nickel

tetracarbonyl, in 18901, as the product in the corrosion of nickel

by carbon monoxide, Carbonyls of some other transition metals have

also been known for a long time. The direct reaction of carbon

monoxide with the metal has produced the corresponding metal

carbonyl only with nickel, iron, or cobalt. Other metal carbonyls

have been synthesised by reduction of metal salts or complexes in

2
the presence of carbon monoxide, usually under high pressure .

Transition metal carbonyls have been used as intermediates in

3 4
industrial syntheses such as the "Fischer-Tropsch" and "Oxo"

processes, although their importance was not always recognised.
5

The us£ of metal carbonyls in organic syntheses has been reviewed .

The metal carbonyls were remarkable in their properties,

especially in view of the poor donor ability of carbon monoxide
0

towards boron compounds . The lack of any increase in electron

density around the metal atom suggested that some mechanism other

than just o*bonding between carbon and metal was involved. Electron

7
diffraction studies on nickel tetracarbonyl and the hexacarbonyls

Q
of Group VIB metals showed the metal-carbon bond lengths to be

shorter than expected for a single bond. Pauling suggested that

nickel carbonyl contained a partial double bond between nickel and

9
carbon which involved the metal 3d electrons •
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Transition metal compounds have been prepared which contain

both terminal and bridging carbonyl groups and metal-metal bonds

have also been found in some of the compounds. The X-ray structure

determination of iron enneacarbonyl, Fe^tCOjg, showed the presence
of terminal and bridging carbonyl groups and an iron-iron bond1^.

The binary metal carbonyls are usually diamagnetic; vanadium

hexacarbonyl is one of the few exceptions, and their structures

can be rationalised by the "inert gas rule". Terminal carbonyl

groups are assumed to donate two electrons to the metal, bridging

carbonyls one electron, and a metal-metal bond is assumed to contain

one electron from each metal. Using these assumptions, the metal

is usually found to attain the same configuration as the next

inert gas.
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In the years following 1950 Chatt published the results of

11 12
studies on the co-ordination chemistry of platinum ' . Some

ligands were found to weaken the bond trans to them much more than

bonds in the cis position. The ligands which caused the greatest

"trans effect" combined weakly or not at all with electron acceptors

such as BHg or AlClg, which had no occupied d orbitals. It was

proposed that ligands which caused largo "trans effects", such as

CO, PF_, or C-H. formed strong bonds with metals having electrons
«7 / "

in their outer d shell because of the formation of a 71 bond which

used the metal d electrons in addition to the normalcfbond between

carbon and metal. A similar type of bonding had been postulated

13
by Pauling to explain the properties of some of these ligands

Theoretical calculations have shown that the existence of

14
p_ - d . and d - d bonding is energetically possible .

Tv 11 il Tlr

V
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The bonding molecular orbitals of carbon monoxide may be

2*2 4 2
represented as(cr)(ir)(7t )(c5"), indicating one <yand

s s x,y t

two Tl bonds between carbon and oxygen. A lone pair of electrons

is left on both carbon and oxygen. The molecular orbital of

lowest energy after is the ^ antibonding orbital, which is
unoccupied in carbon monoxide. The dativeefbond from carbon

monoxide to a transition metal is formed by donation of the

unshared pair of electrons on the carbon into an empty orbital

on the metal. The increase in electron density which this process

places on the metal could be diminished by donation of electrons

from an occupied metal d^ or dp^. hybrid orbital into the empty
% orbital of carbon monoxide. In this way, the electron
*»y

density around the metal is unchanged in the formation of a metal

carbonyl compound. The two separate parts of the bonding mechanism

tend to reinforce each other. The stronger the<fbond,the more

electrons will tend to be placed in the % bond by the metal. This is

15
commonly called a "synergic" effect . The ability of carbon

monoxide to minimise the charge on the metal explains the stabi¬

lisation of its compounds which contain a metal in the zerovalent

state. The bonding can be represented in valence bond terms by the

resonance structure:-

M — < > M a C « 0
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The isocyanides are electronically similar to carbon monoxide
16

and can form similar complexes

17
The majority of nitric oxide complexes are regarded as being

formed from the nitrosonium ion, N0+, by initial transfer of an

electron from nitric oxide to the metal. The resulting ion is

isoelectronic with carbon monoxide.

Anions froo the metal carbonyls have been prepared by treatment

with alkali hydroxide or Lewis bases. Iron pentacarbonyl with alkali

gave the anion HFe(CO^; acidification then produced the hydride
18

H Fe(CO) . The properties and reactions of carbonylmetallate ions
£» t:

and their derivatives have been studied extensively and the work

reviewed***.
The chemistry of the hydrides has been studied and especial

20
attention drawn to the properties of the hydrogen which they contain .

The hydrogen atom has been shown to have very little effect upon

the geometry of the hydrides and it has been suggested that the

21
proton is buried within the electron shell of the metal . However,

recent papers dispute this and claim that the metal-proton bond length

22
agrees with the expected covalent bond length
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A very large number of transition metal compounds containing

other ligands, in addition to carbon monoxide, are now known.

The usual methods of preparation of these derivatives are the thermal

reaction of ligand and metal carbonyl, the photochemical reaction

of ligand and metal carbonyl and the displacement of one ligand

in a substituted metal carbonyl by another ligand.

Organic ligands may form simple carbon-metal & bonds or, if

the energies and symmetries of the ligand orbitals allow, cr and

it bonds. Ethylene, for instance, was shown by Chatt to cause a

large "trans effect" in platinum complexes and is believed to

form ac/and a it bond to the metal. When the ligand has aromatic

character,this is often retained in the complex, as in benzene

chromium tricarbonyl, or cyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl.

Ligands which co-ordinate through an atom which has no empty

d orbitals available for the formation of theTtbond with the metal,

such as amines and ethers, cannot assist in the delocalisation of

the electron density placed on the metal. Such compounds enhance

the metal-carbonyl% bond and lower the carbon-oxygen bond order

since the extra density is dispersed by increased back bonding to

the remaining carbonyl groups.



Ligands such as cyanide ion can form 71 bonds with the metal

w
by using empty orbitals in a way similar to carbon monoxide.

Heterocyclic ligands such as dipyridyl or 1,10 phenanthroline

donate through the nitrogen atoms but can form a 11 bond with the

metal by interaction of their 71 aromatic orbitals and the d
TC

orbitals of the metal.

Many derivatives of metal carbonyls have been prepared which

contain ligands with a donor atom possessing unoccupied d orbitals.

This class of ligands is typified by the Lewis bases, e.g.

phosphines and arsines. The chemistry of Lewis base-metal carbonyl

23
chemistry has been reviewed in detail , The bonding in a phosphine

complex is shown diagramatically in the figure. The lone pair of

electrons on phosphorus is donated into a metal orbital of correct

svmmetry, the ixbond is then formed by overlaps of the filled d

metal orbital with an unoccupied d^ orbital of phosphorus. The
exact combination of orbitals used will depend upon the symmetry

of the molecule. For derivatives of metal hexacarbonyls the metal p

24
orbitals may interact slightly with the ligand%orbitals . The

co-ordination chemistry of phosphines, stibines and arsines has

25
been discussed in a review not restricted to carbonyl complexes .

It has been found difficult to displace all of the carbonyl groups

from metal hexacarbonyls by Lewis bases except where the base is

26 27 28
phosphorus trifluoride * .or a chelating ligand such as dipyridyl .



Diagram of the bonding
in phosphine-transition-metal

complexes
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Bridging carbonyl groups may be easily distinguished from

terminal ones by infrared spectroscopy, the former exhibiting

C-0 stretching bonds about 1700 cm. 1 and the latter around

2000 cm. . Since the frequency of absorption depends upon the

strength of the carbon-oxygen bond, it has been used as an

indicator of the extent of metal-carbori^bonding. The frequency

of absorption of the infrared active T, mode in the binary
%

metal hexacarbonyls is considerably lower than in free carbon

-1 -1 29
monoxide, (2000 cm. and 2133 cm. respectively ), indicating

lowering of the bond order on co-ordination. The effect of a

charge on the metal atom is shown by the infrared spectra of the

isoelectronic series Mn(C0)_, Mo(C0)_, and V (CO) the absorptions
CO c

-1 30
occurring at 2096, 2000, and 1359 cm. , respectively

The transfer of electrons to the metal from donors such as

amines causes a lowering of the carbonyl absorption frequency

of amine carbonyl complexes. Ligands such as phosphines and

arsines, on the other hand, lower the frequency less because

they can accept at least some of the charge they donate by

forming a back bond. Examples of this are the carbonyl
31

stretching frequencies of cis-(diethylene triamine)Mo(CO)^
32

and cis [(CgH^)gP]gMo(C0)g which have values of 1898, 1753
and 1934, 1835 cm. * respectively.
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The empirical observation that the carbonyl stretching

frequency reflected the degree of occupancy of the carbon-oxygen

Tt orbital has been given support by a recent calculation by

33
Kettle which showed that the vibration of the carbonyl groups

alters the strength of the carbon-oxygen % bond more than the c

bond.

The theory of the bonding in metal carbonyls proposes that

as the bond order of the carbon-oxygen bond decreases that of the

metal-carbon bond increases. To substantiate this,it has been

found experimentally that the decrease in carbonyl frequency

on substitution by a ligand occurs together with an increase

34
in the metal-carbon bond order

The shift of the carbonyl stretching frequency upon

substitution of a metal carbonyl by a ligand has usually been

attributed to the difference in the Tt accepting abilities of the

35
ligand and the displaced carbonyl group . A series of ligands

have been arranged in a "Spectrochemical Series" in the order of their

36
71 -bonding abilities . The ligands with greatest It bonding abilities

were shown to be NO, CO, PF , the poorest o-pherfanthroline and

diethylenetriamine. The acceptor property of a ligand depends

primarily upon the character of the donor atom but also upon the

electronegativity of the substituents bonded to it.
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Bigorgne and his co-workers have made many studies on

substituted metal carbonyls in order to ascertain the relative

importance of thecrand n contributions to the metal-ligand

bond. They have shown that the bonding ability depends upon

the donor atom, 1, and also upon the atom bonded to the donor

37
atom in compounds of the type r-x-l-Ni-CO . The conclusion

drawn from these studies was that the dominant effect controlling

the change in the M-C and C-0 bond orders was the 6 bonding

37
ability of the ligand . A graph of the Ingold-Taft constant,
*

<r , for the substituents on phosphorus in a series of phosphines

against the carbonyl frequency for a series of substituted nickel

34 *
carbonyl compounds was a straight line . The cf parameter is

a measure of the inductive effect of a substituent. It was

claimed that calculations showed that the 71 bonding ability was

almost invariant along a series of phosphines, from PF^ to
P(CH_)„. The variable parameter was the ability to form the

o o

dative bond to the metal. The similarity of the bonding

abilities of PF and CO is explained in this theory by the
O

low basicity of PF^ which allows only weak donation of electrons
to the metal.
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The weakobond formed is approximately equal to the 7t back

bond formed; the equality results in little or no extra charge

passing into the bond between the metal and remaining carbonyls.

A more basic ligand, such as (CHg)gP, will have the same 71
bonding ability and the extra charge donated by the larger c

bond will be passed into the metal-carbonyl It bonds.

If the U bonding ability was not the controlling factor

in ligand-metal bonding,one would expect NF to form complexes
o

similar to PF„, but no such complexes of NF are known.
o o

The bonding between a ligand and a transition metal appears

to be a combination of a" and % bonding, when the latter is

possible, and it is difficult to separate completely the

effects of one from the other. Variations of factors such as

the electronegativity of the groups bonded to the donor atom

will alter thec^and the % bonding abilities of the ligand at

the same time.
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Most of the detailed studies of the bonding in metal

carbonyl derivatives have considered the changes in the carbon-

oxygen stretching force constants, rather than the absorption

frequencies in the infrared. The use of force constants allows

comparisons between compounds of different symmetries. The

treatment of molecules containing more than four or five atoms

must normally be approximate because the number of force constants

exceeds the number of observable frequencies. The binary metal

carbonyls are the simplest compounds to treat, being of higher

symmetry than their derivatives. The number of vibrational

modes active in the infrared or Raman can be obtained by group

38
theoretical methods . The infrared spectra of Cr(CO),. and

D

39
Mo(CO)g were reported by Hawkins and co-workers , although

40
their assignments were later changed by Murata and Kawai ,

who obtained a set of force oonstants which only poorly fitted

the experimental data. Another set of force constants was

41
calculated by Pistorius and Haarhoff . The Raman spectra of

42
Cr(C0)_ and Mo(C0)„ have been reported . A detailed treatment

b o

of Mo(CO). has been made by Jones^, who assigned 12 of the 13
o

frequencies and calculated a set of force constants.
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The force constant for stretching the carbon-oxygen bond

obtained was 10.12 m. Aynes/S.. Nickel tetracarbonyl has been

examined in detail by Jones^ ' ^ and by Bigorgne^". The

values of the primary force constants obtained were 17.55 and

17.3 m. dynes/R respectively. The force constant for carbon

monoxide is 19.0 m. dyne/K All of the calculations which

have been performed have had to include approximations such as

assuming some interaction force constants to be zero.

The calculations which have been made on derivatives of

metal carbonyls have been less exact. The molecular symmetry

is usually determined with the ligands other than carbon

monoxide assumed to be point masses. This simplifies the

calculations but can lead to erroneous predictions of the

number of infrared active vibrational modes, especially if

45
the ligand is large or very asymmetric . Bigorgne has

calculated force constants for the series Ni(CO)., Ni(C0)„(PMe„),4 Go

Ni(CO>2(PMe3)2, Ni(CO) (PMe3)3 and shown that decreases
and F„_ increases as carbon monoxide is successively replaced.

MC

A similar decrease was found in the vibrational frequencies

of the compounds.
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The majority of the force constants of derivatives of

metal carbonyls have been calculated using secular equations

31 35 46
derived by Cotton ' ' for the different isomers of the

series L^MCCCOg ^ or equations based on assumptions similar
to those used by Cotton. All couplings to vibrations other

than carbonyl strotching were ignored. There was assumed to be

no coupling between crand Tl type orbitals. This is true for

the octahedral hexacarbonyls, where symmetry does not allow

mixing, but is not strictly true for the derivatives with

24
lower symmetry Anharmonicity of the vibrations is also

ignored.

The use of the equations allows a quantitative comparison

to be made between the force constants of different compounds

which have the same symmetry and, less accurately, between

compounds of different symmetries. The force constants obtained

have no absolute meaning,but,since the same assumptions are

made each tine,comparisons are possible. The force constants

obtained are of the correct order, but the effect of the

approximations made can be seen from a comparison of the

values of F for Mo(CO)g obtained by Cotton (1C.52 m. dynes/5)
and by Jones (10.12 m. dynes/5).
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In order that the effect of a ligand on the carbonyl

bonding can be ascertained and the correct secular equations

used in the calculation of force constants the absorptions

observed in the infrared and Raman spectra must be assigned

to the vibrational mode causing them. The use of relative

intensities of absorptions and comparisons between derivatives

of metal hexacarbonyls have been psed as guides for assigning

46 47
absorptions ' . The use of intensities has been given a

44, 45
semi-quantitative foundation by Kaesz and El Sayed

Interaction of infrared radiation and a molecular vibration can

only occur if the vibration produces an oscillating dipole in

the molecule. Kaesz and El Sayed said that the intensity of

an absorption is proportional to the square of the sum of the

vectors representing the vibration. The spectra of the compounds

M(CO)_X^ where M = Mn, Re, Tc have been assigned with the5

aid of this rule. The ratio of the intensity of the asymmetric

mode to the intensity of the symmetric mode has been used to

calculate the angle between the carbonyl groups in some metal

carbonyl compounds and the results shown to a.gree with X-ray
48

crystal structure results .
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The interaction force constants between carbonyl groups

are expected to be positive and It follows from'this that a

symmetric carbonyl mode will absorb at higher frequency

47
than the corresponding assymmetric mode

The force constants obtained from alternative assignments

for a compound have been used to help to find the correct

assignment. The assignment giving the set of force constants

which were most acceptable was chosen as the correct one.

However, the lack of significance of some of the "approximate"
49

force constants has been claimed , and it may be a fallible

method of assigning absorptions when the differences between

different sets of force constants are small. Whenever the

solution of the Co.tton equations gave complex roots the

assignments were dismissed. More recent work^however, has

suggested that complex roots may not be a sufficient reason for

dismissing an assignment.

Raman spectra and polarization data have been reported

for some substituted metal carbonyls. Decomposition of the

compounds by the exciting light has limited the usefulness of

Raman spectroscopy. Decomposition is less likely using new

laser spectrometers and so much more data on the Raman spectra

of derivatives of metal carbonyls may become available.
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Many organoderivatives of transition metal carbonyls
51

have been examined by proton nuclear magnetic resonance

The nature of the bonding between the proton and metal in

metal hydrides has been studied by proton magnetic resonance.

The proton resonance of metal hydrides occurs at abnormally

high field strengths suggesting that the proton is strongly

shielded. Taken in conjunction with other physical properties

this was interpreted as evidence that the proton was buried

21
within the electronic shell of the metal . The high field

resonance has more recently been explained by the distortion

52. 53
of the partly filled metal d shell by the magnetic field

13
The C nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of a series

of metal carbonyl derivatives have been examined in the hope

that the spectra could be related to the structures of

54
the compounds but no direct correlation appeared . Bicyclo

(2,2,1) hepta (2,5)diene molybdenum tetracarbonyl produced

13
two C resonance absorptions arising from the two pairs of

non-equivalent carbonyl groups in the molecule^. This indicated

13
that C nuclear magnetic resonance could be useful in the

elucidation of the structures of metal carbonyl derivatives.
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The first reported application of phosphorus nuclear

magnetic resonance spectroscopy to the study of phosphine

complexes was a detailed examination of some nickel carbonyl

55
derivatives . The chemical shift of most of the ligands

moved downfield upon co-ordination. A qualitative explanation

was proposed but no quantitative relationship between nuclear

magnetic resonance parameters and metal-phosphorus

bonding was found. The coupling constantsJ between
t "JrX

31 195 , *

P and Pt nuclei in some square planar platinum (II)

complexes have been measured and found to be greater when two

phosphorus atoms were trans to each than when they were

56
mutually cis . Since two trans ligands may share two metal

d orbitals but ois ligands only share one d orbital,the

ratio of the coupling constants may be explained. This is

similar to the explanation of the "trans effect" proposed by

Chatt1*' . However, it has now been shown that

is similar for platinum (IV) and platinum (II) complexes.

This has been taken as evidence for a (^bonding effect causing

the observed ratios since d^ - d bonding is thought to be
less important in platinum (IV) than in platinum (II)

57
complexes
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Fluorine nuclear magnetic resonance spectra have been

obtained from fluorocarbon-transition metal complexes. The

resonance of a CF^ or CF^ group bonded to a transition metal
was found at £0 to 70 p.p.m. downfield from the resonance of

non-co-ordinated CF„ or CF„. The downfield shift was attributed
O

to mixing of the fluorinep electrons and low-lying excited
/U

states in the metal-carbon bonds. The mixing alters the

58
paramagnetic screening constant of the fluorine nuclei

The spectra of some complexes of phosphorus-fluorine

^ r. , -u ^27, 59, 60, 61ligands have been reported . The spectra were

often considerably more complex than expected and were mirror

image patterns of complex bands.

In view of the interest which has been shown in the

properties of trifluorophosphine as a ligand,it was decided

to study the co-ordination chemistry of its derivatives the

fluorophosphines R PF„ by infrared and nuclear magnetic
n o-n

resonance spectroscopy.
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Fluorophosphines

Fluorophosphines are derivatives of phosphorus trifluoride,

with a general formula R PF„ , in which one or two fluorine
n o—n

atoms have been replaced by an organic radical or other substituent.

The parent compound, PF , a colourless, toxic gas, was
O

probably first produced in 1875 by the reaction between PCl^ and
62

AsFg , but was first identified by Moissan in 1884 as the product
63

from the reaction of copper phosphide with lead fluoride . The

usual method of preparation has been by fluorination of phosphorus

trichloride using a large variety of fluorinating agents, usually

binary fluorides, such as SbF , AsF , ZnF0 or NaF. The PF
O «J ^ o

produced is sometimes contaminated with partially fluorinated

products which can be removed by vacuum fractionation.

The P-F bond length in phosphorus trifluoride has been found

to be 0.3^ shorter than that calculated from the sum of the covalent

64 65
radii of phosphorus and fluorine ' , and this shortening has

been attributed to the presence of some % bonding between phosphorus

66, 67
and fluorine . Phosphorus trifluoride is much more resistant to

hydrolysis than phosphorus trichloride.
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The general trend amongst the trihalides of phosphorus is that the

rate of hydrolysis increases as the electronegativity of the halogen

increases. Phosphorus trifluoride is, however, attacked rapidlSy by

aqueous base, giving hydrogen fluoride and phosphorous acid. Dry

glass is attacked by phosphorus trifluoride only at high temperatures,

when silicon tetrafluoride is produced.

In contrast to phosphorus trifluoride and the chlorophosphines,

fluorophosphines have been known for only a short time. Fluorination

of allyl or aryl chlorophosphines with the usual agents such as

63
Group V trifluorides produced fluorophosphoranes by a redox reaction :

3RPC1 + 4SbF > 3RPF + 2Sb + 2SbCl„.
^ o 4 O

68
A few difluoroalkylphosphines have been prepared , but only

difluoromethylphosphine has been examined in detail. CH PF
«J <0

decomposed when stored in a glass tube and gave a cyclic polyphosphine

and tetrafluoromethylphosphine:

io ch3pf2 -> 5 ch3pf4 + (ch3p)5.
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This rearrangement was also observed by other workers who examined

19 31 1 69
the infrared spectrum and the F, P and H spectra of CH^PF^ .

68
The original preparation of difluorophenyl phosphane could not

70
be repeated by other workers , but the compound has now been

71
prepared and fully characterised .

It has been found that if the group R in a fluorophosphine is

electron withdrawing then this redox reaction does not occur. For

example, the substitution of one proton by chlorine in CH^PClg to
give C1CH PCI enabled the stable C1CH PF to be prepared by the

& / £j cj

general method of preparation of fluorophosphines,which has been

the reaction of antimony trifluoride with the iodo- or chloro-phosphine

in a sealed glass tube.

3C1CH2PC12 + 2SbF3 -> 3C1CH2PF2 + 2SbCl3
Two fluorophosphines have been formed in very low yields by

migration of a fluorine atom from a CF^ group to phosphorus.
73

CF^PIg with mercury gave a small amount of CF^PFg , and thermal
74

decomposition of (CF3)2POP(CF3>2 produced (CF3>2PF



68

69

72

75

76

73

77

78

79

74

77

78

71

80

Fiuorophosphines

Preparation Boiling Point (°C)

CH3PC12 + SbF3 -28

CH3PC12 + ZnF2
C1CH„PC1 + SbF 33.5 - 34.5

m <6 O

CC13PF2 + SbF3 73.1

CF3PI2 + SbF3 -47.6

CF3PI2 + Hg

C3F7pi2 + SbF3 15.8

CF9=CFPC12 + SbF3 2-3

(CF3)2PI2 + SbF3 -15.4

(CF3)2P-0-P(CF3)2 at 250°
(C3F?)2PI + SbF3 92.2

(CF2=CF)2PC1 + SbF3 63 - 65

C„H,_PC10 + NaF (in 31°
o 5 2

tetramethylene sulphone).

No details given
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The Imown fluorophosphines, whose methods of preparation are

shown in the Table, are colourless gases or liquids, some of which

are pyrophoric in the atmosphere. The presence of an electron

withdrawing substituent increases the stability of the fluoro-

phosphine. Hydrolysis of trifluoromethyl fluorophosphines by

aqueous alkali produced fluoroform quantitatively. The reactions

82 83
of some fluorophosphines with dimethylamine have been studied ,

but little else appears to be known of their simple chemistry.

Trivalent phosphorus compounds should be able to act as electron

donors or acceptors to form complexes. The high electronegativity

of the substituents on phosphorus in fluorophosphines would be expected

to enhance their acceptor properties and reduce their donor properties

compared to other trivalent phosphorus compounds.

Phosphorus trifluoride appears, however, to have poor acceptor

properties sine© only the adduct formed between phosphorus tri-

fluoride and trimethylamine has been prepared at -100°C. and no

other such adducts have been found.

Phosphorus trifluoride does act as an electron donor in a

number of complexes. With diborane or with OOBH^, the adduct
85 11

FgP*BHg formed, yet no complex was isolated from PF^ + BF^ .

The properties of F^P'BHg are very similar to those of OOBH^. The
formation of adducts between phosphorus trifluoride and aluminium

trihalide has been reported to occur when phosphorus trifluoride

85
was under pressure .
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Th© co-ordination chemistry of phosphorus trifluoride was

examined by Chatt, who prepared (PF ) PtCl from phosphorus
3 2 2

trifluoride and platinous chloride, which upon further heating gave

12
[PF PtCl ] . The ability of phosphorus trifluoride to displace

w 2 2

carbon monoxide from metal carbonyls was demonstrated by the

12
preparation of Ni(PF3>g(CO) . Although complete substitution
was not achieved in this early study, tetrakis(trifluorophosphine)

nickel has since been prepared by several routes including replacement

of carbon monoxide from nickel tetracarbonyl.

26
A recent review by one of the leading workers, T. Kruck,

illustrates the recent advances in the field of trifluorophosphine

complexes of transition metals which have shown the existence of a

range of compounds analogous to those of transition- metals with

carbon monoxide.

Tetrakis(trifMorcphosphine)nickel appears to be the most

accessible of the metal (0) trifluorophosphines since it is the

only member which can be obtained by the first four methods shown

in the Table. Replacement of all the carbon monoxide tinlts from a

metal carbonyl by ultra violet irradiation has only been reported

for iron and molybdenum carbonyls although the method may have further

applications.



Metal (0) Trifluorophosphines

and

26
Carbonyltrifluorophosphines

Metal Trifluorophosphines.

(1) Ni(PCl3>4 + SbF3/SbCl5 > Ni(PF3>4
or

kso2f

(2) Ni(PCl3)4 + 4PF3 > Ni(PF3)4 + 4PC13

(3) Ni(CO) + 4PF > Ni(PFV + 4C0
4 a o 4

(4) Ni + 4PF > Ni(PF )
o 4

(5) M(C0)., + nPF_ -i~> M(PF„) + nCO
n o on

(M = Fe, Mo)

(6) ML + mPF0 > M(PF_) + nL
no o m

(e.g. L . C6Hs or
Cll

(7) MX + mPF„ —— > M(PF_). + nCuX
n 3 3 m

Carbonyltrifluorophosphines

(8) M(C0) + xPF > M(C0) (PF ) + xCO
n j n-x o x

(9) M(PF_) + xCO •> M(C0) (PF0) + xPF_
o n o n—x o

(10) M(C0) L + nPF > M(C0) (PF0) + nL
x n v» x on
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The most general route which has been used is the "reductive

fluorophosphination" reaction, shown in equation (7), which has

produced the mononuclear trifluorophosphines of Mo, W, Fe, Ru, Ni,

Pd, Pt, and the binuclear ] and ^Rtl^PF3^4^2* Verjr recently
the reaction has been used to prepare a cobalt complex containing

87
two, bridging, three electron donating, PF groups .

Ct

The metal trifluorophosphines have greater stability to heat,

oxidation and moisture than the metal carbonyls which they resemble,

indeed some of them may even be steam distilled without harm. All

of the compounds so far prepared are volatile. Replacement of PF

by other ligands is possible, the weaker the donor the more extensive

the substitution. Complete ligand exchange is possible with carbon

monoxide.

Partial exchange of carbon monoxide or trifluorophosphine

provides a facile synthetic route to the carbonyltrifluorophosphine

metal complexes from metal carbonyls or metal trifluorophosphines.

Alternatively they may be obtained by the displacement of the ligand

from substituted metal carbonyls. In the presence of ultra violet

light, however, certain substituted metal carbonyls, such as

C H Cr(CO) , exchange carbon monoxide for trifluorophosphine6 6 3

88
while the ligand remains bound to the metal
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Rather similar to the carbonyltrifluorophosphine metal complexes

are those containing nitric oxide and trifluorophosphine which may

be prepared by an adaptation of the "reductive fluorophosphination"

method:-

[Fe(NO) Br] + 2Cu + 4PF > 2Fe(N0) (PF ) + 2CuBr,or by
2 ^ o A o Ci

an aqueous reaction in which carbonate ion is formed from carbon

dioxide:-

[M(PF3)4] + NO|" + co2 > M(PF3)3(NO) + PF3 + C0~.
Trifluorophosphine metal hydrides have been prepared which have

increased stability to heat and oxidation over the carbonyl metal

hydrides. The nuclear magnetic resonance spectra show a high field

shift of the proton resonance similar to that of the carbonyl

hydrides. Kruck has suggested that the proton-metal bond is

covalent and that the proton is not within the metal electronic

shell.

The strongly electron withdrawing nature of trifluorophosphine

causes the halogenotrifluorophosphines to lack polarisation and to

exhibit abnormally high metal-halogen stretching frequencies in the

infrared spectra by inducing the donation of electrons from the

halogen to the metal in a partial it bond.
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The bond between phosphorus trifluoride and a transition metal

is similar to that described earlier for other trivalent phosphines

but with the important difference that the strongly electronegative

fluorine substituents greatly increase the ability of the phosphorus

to accept the back 7t bond and decrease its ability to form the o"

bond. Indeed the indications are that the TI bond is the dominant

factor responsible for many of the remarkable properties of the

12
complexes. The low dipole moment of (PF^gPt Cl^ was explained
by the presence of a mechanism for counteracting the transfer of

electron density produced by a It bond from phosphorus to platinum.

The stabilisation of zerovalent platinum and palladium by

trifluorophosphine is striking evidence for its greater 71 accepting

ability compared to carbon monoxide since Pt(CO)^ and Pd(C0)4
are unknown.

Phosphorus trifluoride being such a good acceptor of electron

density through the jz bond with the metal, it is able to confer

greater stability to the trifluorophosphine metallates than carbon

monoxide in the carbonylmetallates.
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The reaction between PFg and nickelocene has been extended to
90

prepare a variety of tetrakis(fluorophosphine)nickel compounds .

The use of nickelocene is preferable to that of nickel tetracarbonyl

because of the high toxicity of the latter and the fact that only

NiL^ complexes are obtained.
Fluorcphosphine metal-carbonyl compounds have also been

prepared by fluorination of the corresponding chlorophosphine
91

complexes or by displacement of cycloheptatriene from its

92
molybdenum tricarbonyl complex .

The fluorophosphine complexes which were obtained were more

stable than the free fluorophosphines reacting only slowly in

the atmosphere.

In co-ordination complexes of fluorophosphineswith transition

metals the high electronegativity of the substituents on the

phosphorus atom should weaken the donor properties of the

phosphine, but should enhance any metal phosphorus back % -

bonding.
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From a comparison of the carbonyl stretching frequencies of

the PF metal-carbonyl derivatives with those of other derivatives
O

it has been claimed that PF^ has better 71 accepting properties
31

than carbon monoxide . Cotton attempted to confirm this by force

31
constant calculations . However, the carbonyl frequencies of

cis-(PF3)gMo(CO)g which he used do not agree with later values
obtained, for better characterised samples of this compound. His

basic argument, nevertheless, still holds true. The value of

Fcq for Mo(C0)g obtained by Cotton's equations is 16.52 m. dynes/X,
that for cis-(PF3)3Mo(C0)3 is 16.62 m. dynes/S showing the
higher carbon-oxygen bond order in the latter.

Since phosphorus trifluoride had been shown to have interesting

properties as a ligand, it was decided to investigate the ligand

properties of several fluorophosphines more closely. It was hoped

to find the effect of substituting fluorine atoms by a variety of

groups e.g.CCl„,CF.,CQF„,H0N etc. The complexes obtained couldO w O / .•v

19 31
be examined by F and P nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

in addition to infrared spectroscopy, in an attempt to gain

information about the nature of the phosphorus-metal bond.



DISCUSSION

flesults.

In order to study the co-ordinating abilities of fluorophosphinos

by physical technique# it was important that mono-isomeric products

should be obtained. The reaction between molybdenum hexacarbonyl and

a fluorophosphine ligand could in principle produce a variety of

substitution and geometric isomers. Phosphorus trifluoride and molyb¬

denum hexacarbonyl are known to react, under appropriate conditions, to

27
give all nine possible products of general formula (PF^)nMo(CO).g_n.

The complexes described in this work were prepared by reaction of

♦he fluorophosphine ligand with an intermediate of known stereochemistry,

in the hope that the products would be single isomers. The intermediate

u$ed to prepare the tricarbonyl compounds was cycloheptatriene molyb-

94
denum tricarbonyl (I) , whose structure has been determined by X-ray

95
crystallography. The carbon monoxide groups adopt a mutually cis,

Cgv, configuration about the molybdenum atom and the carbon ring is
non-planar with the carbon-carbon double bonds localised as in the

96
free cycloheptatriene. Other workers have shown that the cyclo¬

heptatriene is readily displaced by ligands such as amines, phosphines

and phosphites to give products in which the cis carbonyl configuration

is retained. The tetracarbonyl complexes were obtained by reaction of

the appropriate fluorophosphine with bicyclo (2,2,l)hepta(2,5)diene

97
molybdenum tetracarbonyl (II).
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98, 54 ,

This compound has been shown by spectroscopic techniques to

have a cis, C , arrangement of the carbonyl groups and was expected
"

" " '
<u V

to react with ligands with retention of the configuration.

The use of other molybdenum carbonyl complexes containing an

organic ring system as intermediates in the preparation of substituted

molybdenum tricarbonyl compounds, has normally required more vigorous

conditions than necessary in reactions with the intermediates used in

the present study, and thus the possibility of producing several
99

isomers or further substituted products is enhanced.

A kinetic study of reactions between trimethyl phosphite and

arene molybdenum tricarbonyl and cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl

showed that cycloheptatriene was more easily displaced than arene

100
rings. This may be due to the increased stability arising from

the delocalisation of the ring electrons in the arene complexes.

The fluorophosphines studied were PF^, CCl^PF^ (CgF^JgPF, CFgPFg
and (CF ) PF. The reactions of (CF ) P were also studied, since it is

O ^ xJ O

the last member of the series PFg, CFgPFg, (CF3)2PF, (CF.,).-,?.
The reactions were carried out by allowing an excess of the

fluorophosphine to stand at room temperature with either (I) or (II).

The progress of the reactions could readily be followed by the dis¬

appearance of the strong colour of (I) or (II). When gaseous, fluoro-

phosphines were employed, the reactions could be followed by the

appearance of liquid products. Reaction times under these mild

conditions varied from a few hours to several days, depending upon the

fluorophosphine. In no case was any significant evolution of carbon

monoxide observed which would have been expected if any fluorophosphine

molybdenum carbonyl complexes other than the required L Mo(CO) or
v" 3

L2Mo(C0)^ derivatives were produced.
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Mild reaction conditions were desirable to prevent or minimise re¬

arrangement of the products since Clark and Hoberman have reported the

slow rearrangement and disproportionation of compounds of the type

(PFs^MoCCO)^ _ , both in the presence of PF^ and in the absence of
97

PF or CO.

The reaction between phosphorus trifluoride and bicycloheptadiene

chromium tetracarbonyl was, in contrast, much slower. A temperature of

100° was needed to achieve significant reaction. The product from this

19
reaction was shown by F nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to be

a mixture of PF -containing compounds. There was no sign of reaction

between fluorobis(trifluoromethyl)phosphine and cycloheptatriene

chromium tricarbonyl or bicycloheptadiene chromium tetracarbonyl after

one year at room temperature in a sealed tube. The decreased

reactivity of the chromium compounds compared with their molybdenum

analogues is in agreement with other studies on Group VIB complexes and

is in agreement with very recent kinetic studies by Pidcock and Taylor

who showed that the second order rate constants for the reaction between

t.rimethyl phosphite and cycloheptatriene tricarbonyl compounds were

in the ratio 1:2210:355 for chromium, molybdenum and tungsten complexes

respectively. Two factors have been proposed to account for these

observed ratios. The ease of forming a seven co-ordinate transition

state is greater for molybdenum and tungsten than for chromium. The

metal-ring bond strength increases from chromium to tungsten. For

molybdenum and tungsten the former factor appears to be dominant.
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The products from the fluorophosphine molybdenum carbonyl reactions

are colourless liquids or white crystals, which are sufficiently

volatile to be manipulated in the vacuum system at room temperature.

It has been reported that the volatility of the compounds (PF_) Mo(CO)
on o — n

27
increased when n = 1,2 or 3, then decreased as n = 4,5,6.

The fluorophosphine molybdenum carbonyl complexes are much less

sensitive to atmospheric oxygen and moisture than the pyrophoric^

easily hydrolysed ligands. In the complexes, the lone pair of electrons

on phosphorus are used to form the P —> Mo fit bond, and the empty

phosphorus d orbitals can be utilised in Mo—> Pit back bonding.

The tendency for the phosphorus to oxidise to its five valent state

is, therefore, reduced by co-ordination. The compounds decomposed

slowly in air, turning dark in colour, possibly caused by the formation

of small amounts of finely divided molybdenum. One sample of cis-

[(CFgi^PFljVloCCO)^ was observed to fume when handled in air, but this
was not normally observed. The solid complexes melted without visible

o

decomposition. Gas-liquid chromatography on a column at 100 C. showed

no decomposition on the column and confirmed the mono-isomeric

character of the reaction products. The isomers of the series

27

(PF^)nM°(C0)n g, n = 1 to 6, have been separated on a 27 ft. column;
the present studies used a 50 metre capillary column of greater

resolving power, which should have been better able to separate any

isomeric mixtures. The short retention times were unusual in view of

the volatilities and molecular weights of the compounds but were in

26
agreement with reports by Kruck.
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The yields in the reactions were normally high. Recovery of the

excess fluorophosphine and displaced cycloheptatriene was also close to

that expected, based on the amount of complex formation, but in reactions

where bicycloheptadiene was displaced the recovery of excess fluoro¬

phosphine and of the bicycloheptadiene was not as high, suggesting a

possible reaction between fluorophosphines and the bicycloheptadiene.

It was noticed that when a mixture of a fluorophosphine and bicyclo¬

heptadiene was stored in a sealed tube at room temperature for long

periods the mixture turned brown and in some cases a glassy solid was

formed.

The reaction of (CF ) P with cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl3 3

produced a large amount of black involatile solid and a volatile

19
product shown by F nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to be a

mixture of compounds. With bicycloheptadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl,

however, the volatile product appeared to be a single compound with

analytical data fitting the formula [(CF^gPlgMoCCO)^. The infrared
spectrum in the carbonyl region showed four bands as expected for the

cis carbonyl C configuration, but with different intensity ratios

from those of the other cis tetracarbonyl products studied. The

failure to form [(CF ) P] Mo(CO) and the unusual infrared spectrum
o o o o

may be due to the steric requirements of the (CF ) P ligand, Steric
3 3

effects have been suggested as the reason why it proved impossible to

Q Q

prepare Ni[(CF ) P] from Ni(CO) . Steric strain could distort
O O ni 4r

the arrangement of the carbonyl groups around molybdenum in [{CF ) P]
O O Z

Mo(CO)^ and so alter the relative intensities in the infrared spectrum.
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King 1<">1 has reported that reacts with cycloheptatriene

molybdenum tricarbonyl to produce trans-f [(CH„) JSt] p] Mo (CO) identical
O O £ bi

to that from reaction of the ligand with bicycloheptadiene molybdenum

tetracarbonyl. He considered that in this case steric effects may be

responsible or the controlling factor could be the poor It- accepting

properties of the phosphorus atom when bonded to three nitrogen atoms.

The configuration of the fluorophosphine and carbon monoxide

ligands around the molybdenum atom was determined by spectroscopic

techniques. The samples of (PF^)^Mo(CO)^ and (PF3)gMo(CO)4 prepared
in the present study melted at temperatures which agreed closely with

27
those reported for the trans and els isomers respectively. In the

following sections it will be shown that the infrared and nuclear

magnetic resonance spectra supported the trans configuration for the

tricarbonyl products and the cis configuration for the tetracarbonyl

complexes.

The cis to trans- rearrangement which occurred during synthesis of the

tricarbonyl complexes was unexpected since a variety of ligands have

been reported to react with cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl

to give cis products. A similar rearrangement was found when cis-

(CH3CN)3Mo(CO)3 reacted with acrylonitrile, the product being trans-

(ch2chcn)3Mo(CO) .102
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The retention of configuration during the reactions of

fluorophosphines with bicycloheptadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl was

in agreement with previous observations. Rearrangement has, however,

been observed in the reaction of [(CHg)^N]gP with this intermediate
when trans- [[(CHg)gN],P] ^Mo(CO)^ was isolated. The
rearrangement in this particular case could be explained by the

large size of the ligand.

From a study of the kinetics of the reaction between cyclohep-

tatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl and trimethyl phosphite, the slow,

rate-determining step suggested was the formation of a seven

co-ordinate intermediate which then reacted by either of two paths

100
in fast stages to produce the observed cis-L Mo(CO) product.' j o

L + C H Mo(CO) > (L)(C H )Mo(C0)
ff O O

y / O v O
+Vi?AST \ FAST

LC V
(C H )(L)Mo(CO) (L)Mo(CO) + C H

/ o 3 o/ o
\

(I)
+L

~ -C Ho7 8

FAST
(II) +L| FAST

\f/ V

cis-L3Mo(CO)3 < p^ST (L)2Mo(CO)3

No evidence was available to support one path rather than the

other but. (I) was considered more likely since cycloheptatriene is

103
known +o act as a bidentate lip-and in complexes such as C^HgFeCCO)^.
Arene complexes, on the other hand, might be expected to follow (II),

in which the delocalisation of the 71 electrons in the aromatic ring

could be retained. Complexes in which arenes are bidentate have been

prepared by photochemical reactions *°^so that path (I) cannot be

ruled out in this case either.
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The reaction mechanism for substitution of blcycloheptadiene

molybdenum tetracarbonyl does not seem to have been studied, but a

similar compound, cyclooctad, 5)diene molybdenum tetracarbonyl, has
105

been studied. The rate law was similar to that obtained by

Pidcock and co-workers for their system and similar mechanisms were

proposed.

The kinetic studies were performed in solution but solvolysis

was stated to be unimportant in the mechanism. The f luorophosphine;.

reactions in the present work were performed in the absence of solvent

and this could possibly account for the differences observed. It is

difficult to find an explanation for the rearrangement of the tricarbonyl

complexes which would not also cause the unobserved rearrangement in

the formation of the tetracarbonyl complexes.

The use of ligands of large size could favour the formation of

the less strained trans isomer and such strain would be greater in

the tricarbonyl than the tetracarbonyl. However, since the rearrangement

occurs with fluorophosphines of smaller size than many ligands which

have been shown previously to form the cis product, steric strain

can probably be dismissed as a contributory factor.

If the rearrangement occurred by rapid migration of carbonyl

groups to give a more stable isomer, then fluorophosphine ligands

would allow the breaking of the metal-carbon bond more readily than

other ligands. It will be shown in the section on their infrared

spectra that in their molybdenum carbonyl derivatives the fluorophosphine

ligands are very good It-acceptors, comparable to carbon monoxide.
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The metal-carbon bond ordor will, therefore, be lower than in

complexes containing poorer 71-acceptors and so be more easily broken.

A linear correlation between carbonyl stretching frequency and the

energy of activation for the dissociation of some substituted metal

carbonyls has shown the connection between the 71-accepting ability

of ligands and the ease of loss of carbon monoxide.1*"^ If the ligands

have greater Tt-accepting abilities than carbon monoxide, then the

effect on the remaining metal-carbon bonds will be greater in the

trisubstitgted derivatives than in the disubstituted complexes,

explaining the lack of rearrangement in the latter.

Such a rearrangement would have been less likely when

cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl reacted with dialkylaroino-

difluorophosphines or with fluorophosphites, since, although these

ligands are good it-acceptors, they are not as good as the fluoro-

phosphines used in the present study, nor comparable to carbon monoxide.

Hence, substitution by these ligands would increase the metal-carbon

bond order and favour the formation of the observed cis products.

Without extensive study of the kinetics and mechanisms of the

reactions it appears very difficult to rationalise the observations

completely.
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Vibrational Spectra

The volatility of most of the compounds prepared in this

work enabled infrared spectra to be obtained from their vapour.

The less volatile compounds were examined in a hexane solution whose

concentration was adjusted to produce optimum resolution of the

spectra.

The tricarbonyl and tetracarbonyl derivatives of Group VI B

metals may exist as either cis or trans isomers and in each case the

molecular symmetry of the two isomers is different. The number of

normal modes of vibration of the molecule can be obtained using

the character table of the molecular symmetry group. Each normal

vibration forms a basis for one of the irreducible representations

of the group and mav be labelled by the Mulliken symbol of that

representation. By further use of symmetry arguments, it is possible

to deduce the number of carbonyl stretching vibrations active in

the Raman effect or which absorb infrared radiation.

The molecular symmetry, the number of vibrational modes active

in the Raman or infrared, the Mulliken symbols of the modes and the

vector diagrams are shown in the Diagram. The ligands other than

carbon monoxide are assumed to be small, point masses which do not

grossly influence the molecular symmetry.

The infrared spectra of the tricarbonyl complexes all consisted

of three principle absorption bands in the 2000 cm/ region suggesting

that they were trans, Cgv' isomers.
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The difference in frequency between the lower two carbonyl

frequencies was greater for (PF„)„Mo(CO) than for [(C„F ) PF]_Mo(CO)„.
oo o o 7 & o o

For this reason the assignment of these absorptions to a split E

mode of & cis, C„ . isomer was dismissed.
— 3v

The infrared spectra of the tetracarbonyl complexes exhibited three

or four absorptions in the carbonyl stretching region, showing that

they were cis isomers with symmetry.

Comparisons of infrared frequencies of two compounds can only

be made if vibrations of the same symmetry are considered. It was

important, therefore, that the observed absorptions were assigned to

the correct normal vibrational modes. The assignment of the absorptions

was also a necessary prerequisite for subsequent force constant

calculations. Guidance as to the correctness of assignments may be

obtained from: -

(1) relative intensities,

(?) hand positions.

(3) Raman spectra,

(4) polarisation data from Raman spectra,

(5) solvent studies,

(b) force constants obtained from the assignment,

13
(7) comparison of calculated and observed C-O frequencies,

(8) study of overtone .and combination bands,

(9) polarised infrared studies on a single crystal.

All but the last of these techniques have been used to some

extent in the present study. Polarised infrared spectroscopy requires

a single crystal of the compound and a preliminary X-ray structure

determination.
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The ratio of intensities predicted by the method of £aesz and

45
El-Saved for the trans tricarbonyl derivatives is 0:1:4 for the

carbonyl-stretching vibrational modes B^, and 0:2:2:4
for the ^i^J ^l' cark°nyl moc*es of the cis tetracarbonyl
derivatives. The possibility of coupling between vibrations of the

same svmmetry is not considered in this simplified calculation.

(2)
The A ' mode in both isomers is only active in the infrared spectrum

because of coupling with other vibrations belonging to the irre-

/*!)
ducible representation. The major coupling will be with the A^
carbonyl-stretching vibration since this is closest in frequency to

(2)
the A^ vibration,

43
Jones has shown that the stretch-stretch interaction force

constants in metal carbonyls are always positive. A vibration which

involves simultaneous stretching of two carbon-oxygen bonds will,

therefore, absorb at a higher frequency than the corresponding

vibration involving the stretching of one and contraction of the other

of the two carbon-oxygen bonds. One can say in the present case,

therefore, that the symmetric A_^ mode will absorb at higher frequency
than the corresponding B mode.

The coupling between two trans carbonyl groups has been shown

46 43
by Cotton and by Jones to be greater than the coupling between

two cis carbonyl groups. In the spectra of the tetracarbonyl

derivatives, the separation between the frequencies of absorption

(?)
of the A^ and B modes should, therefore, be greater than the
separation between the A^1^ and modes.
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Using the arguments developed above, the three absorptions in

the carbonyl stretching region of the infrared spectra of the tri-

carbonyl derivatives were assigned. The intensities of absorption,

considered in order of decreasing frequency, were medium, strong,

very strong. The assignment chosen, therefore, was Bi
in the above order of frequencies.

The Raman spectrum of trans-(CCl^PF^)^Mo(CO)^ was examined to
obtain confirmation of the proposed assignment. A vibration is

Raman active when it causes a change in the polarisability of the

molecule. Since this condition is different from that necessary

for the absorption of infrared radiation, the intensity of absorption

by a vibration may differ in the two spectra. The character table

for the C group shows that vibrations having A , 8 , or B symmetry
J. JL

a^e Reman active. However, a symmetric A^ mode may be predicted to
have greater effect upon the molecular polarisability than the anti¬

symmetric or Bg modes of vibration.
The carbonyl vibrations A^\ B of the trans-L„Mo(CO)X XX o o

complexes will be expected to have intensities strong:strong:weak

in the Raman spectra.

The Raman spectrum of a hexane solution of trans-(CClgPF„)^Mo(CO)g
consisted of two lines at 2063 and 2011 cm."*" of approximately equal

intensities, consistent with the proposed assignments. Attempts to

obtain polarisation data were unsuccessful because the compound

decomposed slowly in the (4358 S mercury arc)beam.
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The infrared spectrum of cis-(CCl PF ) Mo(CO) contained four
■ O Z Z

lines, two of them very close together, which could be assigned to

carbon-oxygen bond stretching vibrations, together with a very much

weaker line in the same region. The spectra of cis-(CF PF ) Mo(CO) ,
1 Z Z Z 4*

cis- [(CF„)0PF] Mo(CO) and cis-(PF ) Mo(CO) , however, showed only
O /j ft 1 1 O i

three bonds attributable to carbon-oxygen stretching vibrations.

Much weaker lines were also present, but were not considered to be

due to fundamental vibrations. The latter spectra could be explained

by very close proximity of two of the four expected lines.

The assignments suggested by comparison of the observed

intensities with those predicted from consideration of the

(2)
displacement vectors of the four modes of vibratior were ,

B , B or A^\ B , A^^B , the central line being assignedJL 1 Z X JL J. Z

to overlapped and B^ modes when only three bends were seen.
Since the interaction force constants, fc , are thought to be

positive, the following relationships between the frequencies of the

vibrations may be obtained:- A^^ > B^, A^^ > A{^»
B or B„. Ifk. >k , then a further relationship,
12 i trans i cis' '

(A^^ - B ) > (A^1^ - B ), is obtained. The proposed assignmentsJL Z J. J.

fulfil all of these conditions.

The Raman spectra of two of the compounds prepared in this study,

107
and one prepared by Grunbaum and Nixon, were examined in an attempt

to justify the assignment proposed above. The exciting light was

from a Helium-Neon ras laser, F328X. The results are shown in the

Table. The symmetric A^^ and vibrations should give rise to1 1

more intense bends then the asymmetric B and B vibrations for reasons
J. z

similar to those discussed for the tricarbonyl complexes.



Raman Spectra oi

Three Fluorophosphine Molybdenum

Tetracarbonyl Complexes

(PF3)2MO (CO )
2086 vs, P; 2015 vs, D; 908 vw, D; 881 vw, D; 840 w,

561 vw, 521 m, P; 406 vs,

P; 260 m, P} 210 m, P;

96 vs, D; (cm. 1)
OS

(CF„) PF]_Mo(C0)3 2 J2 x '4

2093 vs, P; 2030 vvs, Dj

CVS
trans,- (Et^NPFg >2Mo(C0)4

1220 w, 1153 w, 840 m, D;

757 s, Pj 533 m, P; 494 m,P;

404 ws, P; 290 m, P; 238 vs,

P; 120 m, D; 96 vs, P; (cm.1)

2057 vs, P; 1970 vs, D; 1943 s, D; 1459 m, D; 1380 vw, D; 1217 w,

D; 1030 m, P; 1022 w, D;

955 w, D; 923 w, D; 818 m,

P; 790 w, D; 692 s, P;

517 w, D; 411 vvs, P;

336 w, D; 222 m, P; 193 m,

P; 96 vs, D; (cm, 1).
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In each spectrum, bands were observed which corresponded to the

(2) 0)
A^ and A^ absorptions in the infrared spectra. The spectrum
of cis-(Et^NPF^.)^Mo(CO) ^ also contained a weaker band which
corresponded to the infrared absorption of the B vibration. From

z

these results the assignment A^ , B , B was chosen ratherX X X z

than A<2), 31, A<1}, b2#
(2)

The A^ band was polarised, as expected for a symmetric vibration,
but the A^1^ band was always depolarised. As expected the B bandX z

of (Et NPF ) Mo(CO) was depolarised.
Z Z Z 4

108
Adams has shown that the polarity of the solvent shifts

the carbonyl stretching frequency of substituted metal carbonyl

solutions. The shift was greater for those vibrations involving

carbonyl groups trans- to the ligand than for vibrations of carbonyl

groups in the cis-position. In hexane solution cis-CCClgPF^JgMoCCO)^
gave four sharp bands but in the more polar solvents, chloroform,

acetonitrile, or nitrobenzene, the central two lines could not be

resolved because of the increased band-width. There was, however, no

noticeable shift in frequency in the more polar solvents. Although

the sol*ent, studies did not. help in confirming the assignment, the

small shifts suggested that the ligand was of comparable 7t-acceptor

ability to CO itself.



Overtone and Combination

(pf3)2mo(co)4

[(CF3)2PF]2M°(C0)4

[Et2NPF2]2Mo(CO)4

Bands

t I

\ j

a

4165

4171

4093

B

4080

4100

4010

C

4050

4078

3978

D

3990

4025

3890

cm.
-1

cm.
-1

cm.
-1

Because of breadth of bands, B, C, D are only accurate to

+ 5 cm. 1.
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When the infrared spectra of cis-(PF^)„Mo(CO)cis-[(CF^)^PF]^
Mo(CO)^ and cis-(Et^NPF^)gMo(CO)A in the 4000 cm ^ region were

examined, the cartaonyl stretching overtone and combination hands

were found to be similar for each compound. Four broad bands were

observed whose maxima best fitted the assignments A^^ + A^\
+ B^, + ®2* large banc* width may be due to the

presence of weaker absorptions which were not completely resolved.

The symmetry of the ten possible overtones and combinations can be

obtained by multiplying the characters of the irreducible repre¬

sentations to which the two fundamental vibrations belong. The

representation given by the products in each case is one of the

irreducible representations of the C^v group. All but one of the
combination and overtone bands are infrared allowed; the combination

B + B having A symmetry is infrared forbidden.
± £ Ct

The two correlation diagrams show the assignments chosen for

the tricarbonvl and tetraca^bonvl complexes which have been prepared.

The shift in frequency as the ligand changed can also be seen clearly

from the diagrams.

Once the assignments had been decided, it was possible to

calculate the force constants for carbon-oxygen bond stretching

and the interaction between carbonyl stretching vibrations.

A general method of obtaining the values of force constants

is by solution of the determinantal equation

1 GF - EA I = 0

where G is the kinetic energy matrix and is a function of the atomic

masses, F is the potential energy matrix whose elements are functions
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of the force constants of the molecule, E is the identity matrix in

which all non-diagonal elements are zero and the diagonal elements

are unity, \ is the wavelength matrix.

The equation may be simplified by performing a symmetry

transformation on G and F so that the matric.es become blocked out.

Each block may then be solved separately.

By making several assumptions and approximations, secular

equations for the series of compounds L M(C01 have been derived
x 6-x

46, 35
which require only the carbonyl stretching frequencies as data.

Solution of these equations gives force constants for carbonyl

stretching and interaction between carbonyl stretching vibrations

which have no true quantitative significance but allow useful

comparisons between compounds of similar structures.

Anharmonicitv, which for Mo(COl was found to be -10 and -21 cm *
6

is neglected in the use of the simplified equations.

All interactions except between carbonyl stretching vibrations

were ignored, an assumption justified by the difference in frequency

between carbonyl and other vibrations.

From the nature of the bonding in the compounds, several

deductions about the carbonyl stretching force constants were made.

(1) Interaction force constants should be positive.

Stretching of a carbon-oxygen bond lowers the

energy of then antibonding orbital, increasing the

overlap with the metal % orbitals. This reduces the

availability of metal IX electrons for the it bond to

the other carbonyl group, whose bond order is increased

as a result.
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(2) Interaction force constants between trans carbonyl groups

should be approximately twice those between cis carbonyl

groups.

Trans carbonyls share two metal 7t orbitals in the

71 bond, cis carbonyls one. Jones has shown the

43
validity of this approximation by other reasoning.

(3) Primary force constants should decrease with increasing

replacement of carbon monoxide by ligands of poorer %

bonding ability.

The remaining carbonyl groups must accept an

increasing amount of electron density from the metal

into their % orbitals.

(4) Primary force constants of carbonyl groups opposite

a ligand should be smaller than those cis.

(P) Increasing replacement by ligands with poorer 71 bonding

ability should increase the interaction constants.

Interaction increases as the strength of the n

back bond to the remaining carbonyl groups increases.

The secular equations obtained after the substitution = 2k^
for the isomers of interest in the present work are:- •

I
i



ols - L^MoCCO)^,
(2)
1

(1)
1

u(k2 + 2k..) - A
2pk.

l

2ukA
+ 2^) -'X

B,

B,

A = M-(k1 - k^.)
A = Ul(K2 ~ 2k.)

(2)
1

(1)
1

trans - LgMo(CO)g.
i - A
' 2 nk.

2 jiki

|i(k2 + 2k±)
= 0

- A I

B.
A
A = H(k2 - 2kt)

k^ is the force constant for carbonyl groups trans to the ligand,

kg is the force constant for carbonyl groups cis to the ligand.
k. is the interaction force constant,
i



Force Constants for Fluorophosphine

Complexes trans - (L)^Mo(CO>3.

Ligand
Force Constants (m.dyne/S) Frequencies (cm/)
k k k. A<2) A(1) B

1 2 l—l—l—l

2072 2022 2003 obs.

PF3 16.70 16.68 0.24
2072 2023 2003 calc.

CC13PF2 16.53 16.47 0.26

2063 2010 1987 obs.

2063 2011 1987 calc.

(C3F?)2PF 16.61 16.67 0.22

(CF0)gPF 1£". 87 If . 85 0.22

2068 2018 2004 obs.

2068 2019 2004 calc.

2030 2033 2015 obs.

2080.5 2034 2015 calc.

2081

CFgPFg 16.94 16.85 0.23
2081

2036 2015 obs.

2037 2014.5 calc.
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Force constants for the fluorophosphine molybdenum

tricarbonyl complexes were obtained by the insertion of guessed

values of force constants into part(A)of the programme of Wait and

Slezak, which is reproduced in the Appendix. After one iteration by

part (B), the force constants gave calculated frequencies which

were within <lcm.1' of the observed frequencies. The computation

was performed on an I.B.M. 1620 II computer.

Calculation of force constants for the tetracarbonyl complexes

was more difficult since the equations involved three force constants

and four observed frequencies.

The calculation was first attempted by using part(A)of the

programme to calculate values of A and the L matrix from estimated

force constants k^ « = 1'..* m.dyne/S, = 0.25 m.dyne/S. Part
© was then used to sol"e the equations

/ /

/ /
X X

A'li - // LilLik ^Ik
\v\1 k

for three observed frequencies at a time for each compound. The

force constants were thus calculated for each compound from the

A ^ B and the A^^, A^\ B frequencies. When frequencies1 1 X JL Ct

were calculated from the force constants which had been obtained

the agreement between calculated and observed values was satisfactory,

except for the frequency not used to obtain the force constants.

Since the two sets of force constants obtained for each compound

by this method did not agree, a different method of calculation was

sought.



Force Constants for

Fluorophosphine Complexes

cis-(L)_Mo(CO)
12 4

k = 2k
t c

Ligand Force Constants (m.dyne/R) Frequencies (cm. -1)

kl k2 k.
l

2091

*<»

2022

B1

2022

B2

2003 obs.

PP3 16.65 16 .75 0.26 2091 2023 2014 2004 calc.

16.73 16.65 0.27 2091

2094

2023.5

2036

2013

2036

1996 calc.

2013 obs.

CF3pF2 16.39

16.99

16 .84

16.70

0.24

0.25

2094

2087

2093

2035.5

2024.5

2033

2030.5

2036

2033

2013 calc.

2002.5*calc.

2013 obs.

(CF3)2pF 16.81 16 .84 0.24 . 2093 2033 2025 20.13 calc.

16.95 16.65 0.26 2094

2079

2031

2015

2033

2010

1998 calc.

1990 obs.

CC13PF2 16.56

16.58

16 .51

16 .49

0.26

0.26

2079

2079

2055

2014.5

2014.5

1974

2009

2010

1950

1990 calc.

1983 calc.

1942 obs.

Et2NPF2107 15.97 15.87 0.32 2055 1974.5 1968 1942 calc.

15.65 16.33 0.27 2059 1976.5 1951 1970 calc.

107
2053 1977 1952 1942 obs.

C5H10NPF2 16.02 15.85 0.31 2053 1976 1972 1942 calc.

15.64 16 .39 0.26 2053.5 1970 1952 1983 calc.

*

Frequency not used in the evaluation of the force constants.



Force Constants for

Fluorophosphine Complexes

cis-(L) Mo (CO)

k 4 2k
t c

Ligand Force Constants (m.dyne/R.)

kl k2 kt

Frequencies (cm.

(2) A(l) B. B,

PF3 16.70 16.74 0.54 0.19

CF3PF2 16.94 16.84 0.47 0.20

(CF3)2PF 16.87 16.84 0.43 O.IS

CC1 PF 16.57 16.51 0.52 0.25

107
Et NPF 15.83 15.87 0.64 0.46

107

C H NPF. 15.86 15.85 0.62 0.47
O lO A

2091 2022 2022 2003 obs.

2091 2021 2022 2003 calc,

2094 2036 2036 2013 obs.

2094 2036 2036 2013 calc,

2093 2033 2033 2013 obs.

2093 2033 2033 2013 calc.

2079 2015 2010 1990 obs.

2079 2014.5 2010 1990 calc.

2055 1974 1950 1942 obs.

2OS5 1974 1951 1942 calc.

2053 1977 1952 1942 obs.

2053 1976 1952 1942 calc.
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By omitting the substitution k - 2k , secular equations for the
t c

tetracarbonyl complexes were obtained which contained equal numbers of

unknown and known parameters. An unambiguous solution was then possible.

The secular equations became:-

*«>

(1)

[i(k2 + kt) - ^ |ikt
A ! = 0

Ai ; ^kt ^(ki + k<A "A

Bx A = H(kx - kc)

B
2 A - kt^

Primary force constants obtained by the application of the Wait-

Slezak method were similar to those of the corresponding tricarbonyl

complexes. The values of k. and k snowed that the approximation
t c

k
k^ = 2k was not true, the ratio t/, varied with the iigand. Thist c ' k

c

approximation and others involved in the derivation of Cotton's equations

may have been responsible for the discrepancy between the two sets of

force constants obtained in the first method used.

Mixing of vibrations could be seen from the potential

energy distribution matrix which was included in the print out of

part A of the programme. Mixing of the two A^ modes was postulated
(2)

as the main reason for the activity of the A^ mode in the infrared
and this was shown to occur to quite a large extent.
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1
1 1 1

i

(PF )„Mo(C0)
o ^ 4

. (2 )
A^ mode 66

i

31

a(D
A^ mode 34 69

(CC13PF2)2Mo(C0)4 a (2)A * mode 58

1— '
i

39

(l
A, mode 42 61

1
i

The total contributions shown do not equal 100% because of small off-diagonal

terms. The B and B0 modes do not mix with any other vibrations,i

The force constants obtained for both series of compounds were

used in the calculation of the frequencies of absorptions due to the

13
presence of one C - 0 group in the molecule.

13
Inclusion of one C - 0 group in a trans tricarbonyl complex

produces one of two possible structures which may be represented as:-
13 12 12 12

0 - C r C - 0 0 - C C - 0

12c c
JL

«

0

(A) (B)

Structure {A) is statistically twice as probable as (B) and should,

therefore, produce stronger absorption bonds in the spectra. The

Cgv molecular symmetry is retained in (B), which will produce three
vibrations of type A^2\ A^1^, B symmetries. C_ symmetry is lowered1 1 JL &V

13
by the presence of a C atom in (A) to Cc. Three vibrations are possible

O

which belong to the A'1 representation although they correspond closely

to the vibrations of the C„ structure.2v
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The G matrix used in the calculation of the frequencies was

different for the two structures. The position of the reduced mass

13
of the C - 0 group in the matrix depended upon the site occupied

13
by the C atom in the molecule. Both the F and G matrices wore used with¬

out simplification by symmetry transformations and weres-

F = 2k.

k.
x

2k.
x

G(A) =

P

0

0

0

P

0

0

0

P

G(B) =

P

0

0

0

p

0

o

0

13
where }i = reduced mass pf the C - 0 group and the substitution

k^. = 2kc has been made. Solution of the new secular equations by a

programme provided by Dr. M. Webster, shown in the Appendix, gave

frequencies which were close to the fundamental frequencies and,

therefore, usually obscured by them. Some calculated values, however,

13
did allow weak observed absorptions to be assigned to C substituted

isomers and so supported the chosen assignment.



PF.

CC13PF2

CF3PF2

<P3>2PP

Calculated and Experimental

13.
C-0 Frequencies ol

trans—(L)„Ivlo (CO ) „

Weak Bands
Observed

(cm. *)

2091, 2053, 1983, 1969

2070, 2001, 1980

2091, 2072, 2057, 2003
1980

13.
Calculated C-0

Positions

A

A' 2060

A * 2020

A' 1972

A* 2051.5

2055, 2050, 1976, 1957 A 2008

A 1957

A 1 2070

A • 2034

A * 1983

A * 2063

A* 2031.5

A"' 1983

(cm.-1)

(2)
1

(1)
1

1

(2)
1

(1)
1

B

(2)
1

(1)
1

(2)
1

(1)
1

2066.5

1982.5

2003.5

2057

1971

1937.5

2075

1997

2015

2074.5

1993

2015.5

12
C-0 Frequencies

(cm. 1)

(2)
1

(1)
1

(2)

A
(1)

(2 )
1

(1)
1

(2)
1

(1)
1

2072

2C£*3

2003

2063

2010

1937

2081

2036

2015

2080

2033

2015

f
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The size of the shift in frequency depends upon the position of

13
the C atom in the molecule. In structure (A) the vibrations all have

A*" symmetry but those involving two trans carbonyls will be affected

more than the third vibration which is influenced only by coupling

to the other two. Since the 13C atom is only involved in the A

vibration of the (B) form, the shift of that vibration will be the

(2)
greatest; coupling to the A^ mode will affect its frequency also,
while the mode should be virtually unaffected.

13
The presence of a C atom in the tetracarbonyl derivative can

produce two possible structures, both equally probable:-

0- 13c c - o o- 12c 12
C - 0

\

/
o

o

(C) (D)

Both structures belong to the point group C . Four infrared active
w

vibrations are allowed which span the representations 3A* + A" . The

vibrations may be related to those of the unsubstituted C„ structure
2v

as follows:-

(C) A* <-

A' <-

A" <-

A' <-

A

B„

B„

(2)

h)
-> A'

■» A'

(D)

-> A'

-> A"

No alteration in the unfactored F matrix was needed when dealing with

different structures but the G matrix was changed to correspond to

13
the position of the C atom in the molecule.
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F = k,

k

k

k

G(C)

G(D)

*

P 0 0 0
1

0 p 0 0

0 0 p 0

0 0 0 >1

P 0 0

!

o !

0 p 0 0

0 0 p 0

0 0 0
* 1

p !

The calculated frequencies, shown in the Table, agree with the

very weak absorptions found experimentally, although most of them are

so close to the much stronger bands of the non-isotqpically substituted

molecule that they are obscured. In both (C) and (D) the A" vibration

absorbs at the same frequency as the corresponding B mode of the un-

substituted molecule, as expected, since it does not involve the vibration

13
of a C - 0 group nor is it coupled to a vibration which does. The

increase in frequency of the highest frequency mode of (E^\TPF^)2Mo(C0)4
12 i ^

and (CkH NPF„)oMo(C0) upon substitution of one C by a °C atom is
o _LvJ £ C*

unexpected and not readily explicable. As predicted by the Teller-

Redlich Product Rule, however, the total change in frequency of the



CalculatedandExperimental 13

C_-0Frequenciesof di's-(L)0Mo(CO)\2'4

PF„
O CF„PF_ <cf3)2pf CCi„PF_ Et2NPF2 CHNPF<•310a

WeakBands Observed (cm.1)
207219331972 210320301975 210820761979 206819701958 2044

13

CalculatedC-0 Positions (cm.1)

A'A'A"A1 2070202720221972 2030203620361931 2076203520331931 2069201120101958 2061195419511911 2063195319531910
A'A'A'A" 2079202819332003 2084203919962013 2082203719932013 2073201419731990 2064195519161942 2065195519171942

12„

C-0Frequencies
A(2)A(1)BB1112 2091202220222003 2094203620362013 2093203320332013 2079201520101990 2055197419501942 2053197719521942
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four carbonyl stretching frequencies is about -45 cm.

The only frequencies which have not so far been assigned are

those weakly visible at 2090 - 2110 cm. 1 in several of the spectra.

These are possibly due either to a combination or overtone vibration

or to a truce impurity common to most of the preparations, which was

not detected by other techniques.

The availability of C - 0 stretching force constants for the

fluorophosphine molybdenum carbonyl complexes allows comparisons to be

made with those of other neutral ligands already described in the

literature.

93
Representative values for some complexes containing tertiary

phosphines and amines illustrate the very much lower magnitude of the

primary C - 0 stretching force constants and correspondingly larger

value of compared with those found for fluorophosphine complexes.

kl k2 ki
dm. dyne/$)

cis-(PCXg)„Mo(CO) 16.30 16.44 0.27
I

; trans-(PCl„)„Mo(CO).
1 3 3 4

15.96 16.38 0.27

1 cis-(P0c)2Mo(CO).
1

14.64 15.41 0.35

i trans-(PEt3)3Mo(CO)3 13.86 14.49 0.37

I •
I cis-(C^H_N)0Mo(CO) 14.07 15.52 0.42
| 5 5 2 4
i els- (diethylenetriamine)Mo(CO)'^
j 1 ^

13.13 - 0.73
i
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The observed trend suggests that in fluorophosphine molybdenum carbonyl

complexes the carbon-oxygen bond order is larger than in these

similar complexes. Likewise, the amount of n bonding between

molybdenum and the carbonyl groups is reduced. The inference may

be made that fluorophosphines have very strong It-accepting characteristics

which closely parallel their <r bonding abilities towards transition

metals.

In all the fluorophosphine molybdenum carbonyl complexes k^ and

kg are of comparable magnitude, indeed k^ is sometimes equal to or

greater than k^, although the approximations inherent in the calculation
, 46

limit the significance of this result. In Cotton s original treatment

k was of necessity greater than k , but in this case all the ligands

considered had poorer 71-acceptor characteristics than CO itself. The

fact that in fluorophosphine complexes k and k are almost equal
X Z

lends support to the suggested similarity in It-acceptor characteristics

of carbon monoxide and the fluorophosphines.

Further evidence for the unusual properties of fluorophosphine

ligands is provided by a graph of k against n for the series

LiMo(CO)„ . When L is (C_H_)„P, k decreases as n increases in
n o-n 6 5 o

accord with Cotton's predictions. The slope of the line decreases

for L = C H NPF, or CC1 PF0 and, finally, when L = PF , CF PF orO XU Z Q Z J O 2

(CFgJ^PF the lines are vertical, indicating that increasing replacement
pf carbon monoxide by the latter three ligands does not alter the

bond order of the remaining carbonyl groups.



Graph of the carbonyl stretching
force constants against n for
complexes (L) Mo(CO)

n 6-n
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Also interesting is the increasing slope of the lines as k increases

while n is stationary.

The force constant obtained by Cotton for Mo(CO) , 16.52 m.dyne/i£,

is smaller than the equivalent force constants, , found for the

molybdenum carbonyl complexes of PF^, (C^F^gPF, (CF^^PF and CF^Fg,
indicating that the latter may have equal or greater U-acceptor

abilities than carbon monoxide. Again, however, the approximations

involved in the calculations greatly diminish the importance which can

be attached to such comparisons of compounds of different symmetries.

It does not necessarily follow that the fluorophosphines are

similar 71-acceptors to carbon monoxide. The same effect on the carbon-

oxygen bond could be produced if they donated less through the cr bond

and accepted correspondingly less in the 71 bond.

An increase in the electronegativity of the substituents on the

phosphorus atom might be expected to produce an increase in metal-

phosphorus d - d^ bonding by reducing the electron density at the
phosphorus atom and also lowering the energy of its unoccupied dTC

orbitals. This effect should reach a maximum in phosphorus trifluoride.

Opposing the high electronegativity of fluorine, however, is its

~ d^. bond with phosphorus which competes with any metal back 71
bond for the unoccupied phosphorus d orbitals. Since the values of

S7"p p increase upon the co-ordination of phosphorus trifluoride in
the molybdenum tri and tetracarbonyl complexes, it appears that the

p - d bonding is greater in the complex than in the free ligand.
/C J L
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The expected maximum of the primary carbonyl stretching force

constants for the trifluorophosphine complexes is not observed in

the molybdenum carbonyl complexes nor in similar derivatives of nickel

89
tetracarbonyl reported when the present study was almost complete.

The primary carbonyl stretching force constants of the complexes of

CF PF and (CF ) PF with molybdenum carbonyl are higher than those of
J O £

the corresponding trifluorophosphine derivatives, suggesting that

trifluoromethylfluorophosphines have stronger It-acceptor properties

than PF itself.
o

Although the replacement of fluorine by a trifluoromethyl group

decreases the total electronegativity of the groups on phosphorus, the

inability of CF^ to It bond to phosphorus more than compensates by
leaving the phosphorus d^ orbitals more readily available for the
formation of the back 7t bond. Replacement of a second fluorine atom

has little further effect on the force constants, suggesting that

P <— F Tt bonding is less important in CF^PFg than in PF^ and that the
diminution caused by the introduction of the second CF group parallels

O

the decreased electronegativity of the CF^• Unfortunately the carbonyl
region of the infrared spectrum of cis-f (CF^)gP],,Mo(CO)is difficult

89
to assign, but recent studies on nickel carbonyl derivatives of

Abdicate that the replacement of the third fluorine atom

by CFg also has little effect upon the Tt-acceptor ability of the
phosphorus atom.



Force Constants for Some

cis-(L) Mo(CO)0 Complexes
_ o O .

Frequencies

(cm. 1)

(ch3)2npf2
(c2h5)2npf2
c5h10npf2

[(ch3)2n]2pf
c3h70pf2

c6h5°pf2

c6h5pf2

CHgPF[N(CH3)2]

ch2cipf2

*1 E

2000 1923

1995 1919

1996 1934

1969 1378

2020 1947

2025 1954

2035 1955

1970 1382

1960 1873

2038 1970

Force Constants

(m.dyne/5)
k k

15.34 0.41

15.27 0.40

15.43 0.33

14.71 0.47

15.70 0.39

15.86 0.43

14.76 0.4g

14.71 0.47

16.04 0.37

(c h NPF„) Mo(CO)0 1946 1897 14.91 0.38
& J.O <4 4 ^

Reference

111

111

111

112

113

113

71

112

112

114

111
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Examination of the values of •yt for the complexes of CF PF and
P—F o ^

(CF )0PF shows that there is no general increase or decrease over the
O £*

values for the unco-ordinated f luorophosphines. The P <— F Tl bond

in CF_PF0 and (CF„)0PF is little changed upon co-ordination, therefore,
£ ii o £

and does not counteract any back H-bonding from the metal.

Cotton's secular equations have been used to calculate the

force constants of some molybdenum carbonyl complexes of other

phosphorus-fluorine ligands in order to compare them with the fluoro-

phosphine complexes. The electronegativity of the substituents is

clearly very important in influencing the values of the force constants.

The lowest C - 0 force constants are found for the alkylanino-

fluorophosphines. Not only does the amino group, RgN-> have a lower
109

overall electronegativity but also the p^ - d bonding between
the nitrogen and phosphorus can reduce the availability of phosphorus

d orbitals needed to form the metal-phosphorus Tl bond.
t L

The phosphorus-fluorine ligands may be placed in an approximate

series in order of their decreasing TP-acceptor ability from a

comparison of the C - 0 stretching force constants of their carbonyl

complexes:-

CFgPF2 > (CF3)2PF > PF3 > (C3F7)2PF > CClgPFg > 0PF2 >
0opf2 > c3h?opf2 > R2npf2 > [r2n]2pf~ rpf[nr2].

It is noteworthy that [RgNjgPF is a poorer Tl acceptor than

R„NPF0 as expected if the p- d N > P bond is present.



?
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This study has shown the similarity between fluorophosphines and

carbon monoxide in their ability to bond to a zero-valent transition

metal. The electronegativity ox the substituents on phosphorus is

important in determining the bonding ability of a phosphine. Certain

trends, however, can best be explained by invoking other factors which

can affect the metal-phosphorus Tt bond. These observations, therefore,

give support to the importance of the TC back bond in determining the

bonding ability of a ligand to a zero-valent transition metal.

The fluorophosphines, including phosphorus trifluoride, appear

to be the best Tt-accepting phosphine ligands so far investigated.

Since the fluorophosphines by definition contain phosphorus and

fluorine nuclei, both of which have a spin of J, it was hoped to

obtain more information about the phosphorus to metal bonding by

the examination of the changes in the nuclear magnetic resonance

parameters produced by the bonding.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra

The "^F and "^P isotopes (having nuclear spins of I = |) are the

only isotopes of these two elements which occur naturally. In

addition, since the difference in the chemical shifts of the two

nuclei is usually far larger than the spin-spin coupling between

them, the nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of phosphorus-fluorine

containing compounds are invariably first order. It is, therefore,

possible to use nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy as an aid

in the determination of the structures of such compounds. The

coupling constant, J , is very large and varies over a considerableP—r

114
range depending upon the compound and the other coupling constants

found in CF - P - F compounds may be arranged in order of their
O

magnitude:- Jp_p J; Jp_cp ))
From the general trends in chemical shifts and coupling

constants found by the examination of phosphorus and fluorine spectra

of a large series of phosphorus-fluorine compounds, it has been shown

114 77'

that the parameters can give an indication of the structure

of a compound. An application of such measurements was in the

determination of the correct structures of the reported C HrPF and
O Z

C0HcPClF ^ which were shown to be C^H-PF. and C,_H_P0Fo •
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Unlike the chemical shifts of protons, those of other magnetic

nuclei, such as phosphorus or fluorine, are not determined by the

electron density about the nucleus, A larger contribution to the

shielding or de-shielding of the nucleus, of such elements, arises

from a paramagnetic effect caused by the anisotropic electron-

environment of the nucleus. In the presence of the applied magnetic

field, ground and excited electronic states may mix, allowing partial

occupancy of the excited levels. In covalent fluorine compounds

for instance,the three 2p orbitals are not equally occupied and the

mixing with excited levels produces an anisotropic environment for

the nucleus. The paramagnetic term is zero, however, for the

fluoride ion which has its 2p orbitals equally occupied. Since the

energy difference between the ground and excited levels is much

larger for bonds which involve protons, the paramagnetic shielding

only contributes a few parts per million to the chemical shift.

It is the large variation in the paramagnetic term which

causes the observed wide variation in the shielding of magnetic

nuclei other than the proton.

The electronegativity of a group bonded to an atom may affect

its chemical shift by increasing or decreasing the ionic character

of the bond and hence the paramagnetic contribution to the shielding

of the nucleus. The effect of the electronegativity of X in a

series of trivalent phosphorus-fluorine compounds X - PF„ has been

1] 6
studied. It was found that as the electronegativity increased,

6 increased due to greater ionic bonding of the phosphorus and 6
p F
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decreased since the decreased electron density at phosphorus lowered

the ionic character of the P - F bond.

The coupling constant J _ was found to increase withP - F

increasing electronegativity of X, an observation which supports

the importance of the s character of a bond in determing the

value of the coupling constant between two magnetic nuclei.

The nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of the complexes showed

the number of lines expected from the structure of the ligands,

with the correct size of coupling constants, but on closer

examination, considerable further fine detail was often visible

in each resonance. The interpretation of this detail will be

discussed for the complexes (PF ) Mo(CO) and (CC1 PF0) Mo(CO) .

The CF and P - F fluorine resonances of [(CF ) PF]^Mo(CO)
«j £a O O

and (CF^PFg)gMoCCO)^ were each split into a pair of overlapped
doublets from coupling with the phosphorus nucleus, with each pair

in a 2;1 intensity ratio. This was in contrast to the corresponding

resonances of [(CF )„PF] Mo(CO) and (CF PF0) Mo(CO) which were

simple doublets. The distinctly different types of CF and P - F
o

groups in the tricarbonyl complexes is regarded as evidence

supporting their formulation as trans isomers containing two ligands

trans to each other while the third is trans to a carbonyl group.

This evidence thus corroborates the conclusions obtained from the

infrared spectra. Unfortunately, the phosphorus spectra obtained

from these two tricarbonyl complexes were so weak that only the

strongest lines were visible, so prohibiting the detection of
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In an attempt to determine the effect of the metal upon the

size of J , the preparation of cis-(PF )oCr(C0) was attempted.irir 1 %j & Q

Unfortunately,the more vigorous conditions needed appeared to

cause rearrangement of the product since the fluorine spectrum

contained more lines than expected for an X.^AA'X;^ system, and the
doublet was not symmetrical about its centre.

The only other complex for which the theoretical spectrum

has been calculated is cis-(CCl PFo}„Mo(C0) which is an X-AA'-X^j " 11 3 ^ ^ 4 ^ ^
124

spin system. Application of Harris* " equations for the X^AA'X^
system to the irregular triplets obtained as the fluorine spectrum

of this compound yielded the values:-

Jpp = 1194 c/s.

JPF* = "4 C/S*

Jppt = 48 c/s.
Using these the remaining pair of doublets were calculated to have

splittings of 1196 c/s. and 3592 c/s.. The former were visible

in the spectrum (as a pair of lines with a splitting of 1200 c/s.)

but the latter, calculated to have zero intensity, were not observed

experimentally. Further fine structure was clearly present on

each of the outer two lines of each triplet and was symmetrically

placed about VI , suggesting that the system could be more complex
r

with J 0 and even with non-equivalence of fluorine atoms on
J? J?

the same phosphorus atom. The theoretical treatment for this more

125
complex system has been reported, and it is hoped that by computer

analysis of the spectrum1 more complete information will be available.
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The phosphorus spectrum of cis-(CCi„PFr.)„Mo(CO)/1 has not been
o £ Z 4

analysed in detail but is very similar in appearance to other
X18 2.26

XgAA'X^ systems which have been investigated in great detail. '
The above treatment of tetracarbonyl complexes does not

enable a distinction to be made between cis and trans isomers since

both would have the same spin system. If the theoretical treatment

were available, however, it would be possible to confirm that the

tricarbonyl complexes were trans isomers since the spin system would

be different from the cis isomers in which all the ligands are

equivalent. Much useful information may be gained from further

studies on P - P coupling in metal carbonyl complexes of phosphorus-

fluorine ligands such as correlation between Jnp« and phosphorus-
metal TC bonding. The P - P coupling could, however, arise from a

through-space mechanism.

Although the other complexes prepared in the present study

produced nuclear magnetic resonance spectra which could not be

fully interpreted, values of chemical shifts for the mid-points of

the resonances and approximate splitting constants could be obtained

and interesting comparisons made with the parameters of the free

fluorophosphines.

The changes in the parameters upon complexation may be summarised

(1) 6 decreases by 40 to 65 p.p.m.,
P

(2) 5 decreases by 31 to 82 p.p.m.,
F

(3) Jp ^ decreases,
(4) J __ increases,

P-CF„
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Th© first three changes listed overleaf were observed by Roddy

60
and Schmutzler in the study of nickel and molybdenum complexes

of fluorine containing phosphines. This paper, published when the

present study was almost complete, also attempts to list the factors

responsible for the observed changes in 6 and 6„. 6 could be
p F p

expected to increase on complexation of the phosphine since it has

been observed previously that an increase in the co-ordination

114
number of phosphorus increases its chemical shift. 6^ would
also increase because of a decrease in the polarisation of the

lone pair on phosphorus which is utilised in the phosphorus-metal

bond of the complex. The formation of the phosphorus-metal It bond

was considered by the authors to lead to a decrease in 6 . Both
P

6^ and 6^ are expected to be sensitive to changes in the bond angles
at phosphorus but since neither the magnitude nor the direction

of these changes are known for the complexes, or for any ligand other

than PF„,their effects upon the chemical shifts were not discussed
o

by Reddy and Schmutzler. The last factor is the change in the

paramagnetic contribution to the screening of the fluorine or

phosphorus nuclei caused by the mixing of occupied fluorine or

phosphorus orbitals with low lying unoccupied metal orbitals when

the latter are anisotropically perturbed by the applied magnetic

field. It has been suggested that this paramagnetic effect is

responsible for the downfield shift of 6 observed when a - CF
F 2

groups are co-ordinated to a transition metal which contains

58
unoccupied d orbitals.
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The factors influencing chemical shifts in such complicated

systems are obviously very difficult to discuss quantitatively.

However, from the results of Reddy and Schmutzler it does appear that

6 is influenced more by the effects of TC bonding and the paramagnetic
P

anisotropy of the metal than by the increase in the co-ordination

number of phosphorus or by the polarisability change. The downfield

shift of 6 may be due largely to the increased paramagnetic

contribution to the screening constant since the position of the

fluorines, relative to the metal atom,resemble the a - CF fluorines

in the perfluoroalkyl-transition metal complexes. A comparison of

the shifts in 6^ and 5^, produced by complexation of fluorophosphines
• , 90to nj.ckel and molybdenum, confirms the observation of Reddy and

Schmutzler that the paramagnetic contribution is greater for

molybdenum than for nickel.

The above workers found linear correlations between various

parameters of the free and co-ordinated phosphorus fluorides

X - PF . These were:-
z

(1) the electronegativity of X and the change

in 6 upon complexation A6 ,

P p

(2) the electronegativity of X and A6 ,F

(3) 6 for the free iigand and A6 ,
P P

(4) 6 for the free ligand and A6 .
P F
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Et was shown, for instance, that th© values of 6 or 6„ were
p F

similar for compounds in which tho same atom was bonded to

phosphorus, viz:-

Mo(CO)3(Et2NPF2)3 6 :
p

-38.4, 6 :
F

-35.G p.p.m.

MO(CO)3(C5H10NPF2)3 6 :
P

-38.3, V -34.4 p.p.m.

Mo(CO)3(n - PrOPFg) 6 :
r p

-46.0, V -29.4 P.p.m.

Mo(CO)^(CfiHqOPF^)^ 6 :
~p—

-40.0, V -31.4 p.p.m.

The relationship with electronegativity may be seen further by

the results for the compounds in which X has the smallest and

largest values of the compounds studied:-

MO(00)3(C6H5PP2)3 6 : -25.3,
p

6_:
F

-46.2 p.p.m. |
i Mo(CO)3(PF3)3 6 : -53.6,

p F
-30.7 p.p.m. !

These results may be contrasted v/ith the values of 6 and
P

6„ 'shown in the Table of the values of fluorophosphine complexes.
F

Amongst the ligands CC1 PF , CF PF0, PF there appears to be no
O ^ O o

correlation with electronegativity.

Similarly the fluorophosphine complexes do not show the linear

lelationship between 6 of the free ligand and A6 or A6„ for the
P P F

complex.

Theoretically derived equations for 6 in free and co-ordinated
P

phosphines have been obtained by Van Wazer and Letcher
127

relating

6^ to bond angles, the degree of occupancy of P it orbitals and the
electronegativity of the atom bonded to phosphorus. For most practical

systems these parameters are unknown, so limiting the usefulness of the

equations. Although Van Wazer has applied his results to complexes
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122
of the rigid P^O.,, their general applicability appears to be

limited in the present state of our knowledge of complex systems.

The decrease in J upon complex formation may be compared
P - £

with the observed decrease as the co-ordination number of some

phosphorus-fluorine compounds increases

e.g. PF 1410 c/s., EPCF„ 1100 c/s., RPF 930 c/s., PF~ 707 c/s.
O ^

Since complex formation involves an increase in the co-ordination

number by the formation of the P—bond the observed behaviour

is consistent with expectations. The decrease of J,3 is possibly

caused by the change in hybridisation of the phosphorus orbitals

which will take place when the cc-ordination number increases.

The increase in J is similar to that observed when
p - cf3

(CF„) P is co-ordinated to nickel in [(CF_) p]oNi(C0) or uponO O O o «

going from (CF ) P to (CF„)0P = 0, a change which has been ascribedv5 O O o

*129
to an increased involvement of phosphorus 3d orbitals.

No direct correlation appears to exist between the changes in

the nuclear magnetic resonance parameters and the carbonyl stretching

force constants to indicate any direct relationship between the

nuclear parameters and the H-acceptor characteristics of the

fluorophosphines. While the primary force constants of their

complexes are in the order CF PF > (CF„)„PF > PF„ > CCl^PF^ the3 2 3 2 3 3 2

values of A5 are found to be CF„PF_ < PF„ < (CF^J^PF < CC1„PF_
p o a j o 2 3 2

and A5_, PF„ < CC10PF_ < CF0PF„ < (CF0)„PF. In such an obviously
X1 o o2 22 32

complex system where so many factors exert some influence on the

chemical shifts it is quite possible that the 71-acceptor properties
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of the ligands are of minor importance.

The analysis of the spectra of two of the complexes points to

interesting possibilities. The extension of the analyses to the other

complexes could reveal any trends along the series which may exist.

What may be more important is that if the appearance of the spectrum

of the expected isomer can be predicted from theory then the presence

of an isomeric mixture can be detected from the nuclear magnetic

resonance spectra even when, as in the case of (PFg>2Cr(CO)^, the
infrared spectrum appears to indicate a monoisomeric compound.



Changes in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Parameters

of Fluorophosphines upon Coniplexat ion.

A x = (x , - x „ )complex free ligand

l A 6
P

A 6
f

A 6
3

A j
pf

A j

pcf3
(P.p.m.) (p.p.m.) (p.p.m.) (c/s.) (c/s.

trans-(L) 3Mo(co)3.
3

CO
-53.5 -32 - -104 -

CC13PF2 -65.5 -41.5 - -109 -

CF3PF2 -52 (a) -43.5
(b) -55

-2.0
-1.5

- 91
- 93

+ 19

+ 18

(cf3)2pf -59 (a) -76
(b) -32

+ 1.0
+ 1.5

- 33
- 55

+8,0
+ 7.0

cis-(L)cMo(CO)

PF3 -51.5 -31 - -102 -

CC13PF2 -66.5 -41 - - 94 -

CF3PF2 -41 -50 -1.0 - 94 + 19

(cf3)2pf -60 -77 + 1.7 - 41 +6.0

(cf )_p - - +4.0 - -2.5



Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra
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106
105

(CF ) PF-133
O Ct

(a) 143
(b) 137

975
958

67
68

9G

95

cis-(L) Mo (CO )
———• ^ i

PF -143.5
o

2.9 1303 - -

CC13PF2 -196.5 47.] 1194 - -

CF PF -199 1130 1151 80 106

(CF3)2PF-184 1060 972 68 96

- - 55 83

Jp is taken from the more intense fluorine spectra.



PART II

The Reactions of

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine

cci3PF2—



Introduction

The Chemistry of Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine is a white, volatile solid which

melts at 15.8 - 16.4°. It is very reactive towards air or moisture,

a property shared with other fluorophosphines. The presence of the

electron-withdrawing trichloromethyl group confers stability on the

compound, however, and prevents the formation of the fluorophosphorane

during its preparation from the chlorophosphine by fluorination with

75
antimony trifluoride.

With chlorine or bromine, CCl^PF^ reacts to give the white,
Kj A

75
crystalline solids CC1„PF0C1„ or CCl0pf0Br„.O Z Z O ^

31 19
The structure of CC1QPF_ was confirmed by its P and F nuclear

d Ci

magnetic resonance spectra, (6 = -131 p.p.m., J = 1290 c/s.,

Pli3P04
6 = +88.0 p.p.m., J = 1285 c/s.). These parameters are similar

fcci3f pf
to those of other fluorophosphines and the splitting of the phosphorus

resonance into a triplet and the fluorine resonance into a doublet

showed the presence of two equivalent fluorine atoms bonded to phosphorus.

Little else was known, at the time of the start of this study,

about the chemistry of CC1 PF0 except for one report of its reaction3 ^

83
with dimethylamine. This reaction was unusual, since the products

were dimethylamino-N-difluorophosphine and chloroform, indicating

cleavage of the phosphorus-carbon bond rather than aminolysis of the
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phosphorus-fluorine bond. The anomalous character of this reaction can

be seen from the consideration of similar reactions.

Harris showed that the reactions of chlorbbiatrifluoromethylphosphine

with ammonia or amines occurred by the elimination of hydrogen chloride
130

to give the aminobistrifluoromethyl phosphines:-
+

<CF3>2PC1 +2RNH2 ■> CCF3)2PNHR + RNHgCl-.
The product from the reaction with a primary amine could not react

with a second molecule of the chlorophosphine since the p - d^ bonding
between nitrogen and phosphorus reduced the basicity of the nitrogen

in (CF ) PNHR. Both dichlorotrifluoromethylphosphine and difluorotri-
O /L

fluoromethylphosphine react with dimethylamine to give trifluoromethyl-

. 82
bisdimethylamino-N-phosphine, CF^PtNMe^)^. Similarly, dichlorotri-
chloromethylphosphine, CClgPClg, reacts by cleavage of the P - CI

83
bond when treated with dimethylamine.

It thus 'appears that the ease of cle^rage of the P - X bond by

amines increases along the series X = CF < F < CC1 < CI. The
O O

preferential reactivity of P - CI than P - F has been shown by the

131
preparation of (CH ) NPF from the treatment of PF CI with dimethylamine.

o Z Z 2j

In view of this apparently anomalous behaviour of CC1 PF„ it was
O

decided to investigate its reactions further. The first aspect treated

was the generality of the reaction with secondary amines. It was hoped,

then, to extend the reaction to include the use of bases other than, but

similar to, amines such as phosphines,and lastly to investigate the

reactions of difluorotrichloromethyiphosphine when co-ordinated to zero-

valent molybdenum in the complexes described in Part I.
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DiaIkylaminodifluorophosphines (dialkylphosphoramidous dif luorides).

Although dialkylaminodichlorophosphines have been known for over

132
sixty years, the first reports of the corresponding fluorophosphines

133
appeared,as patents, only in 1936, Even these reports, however, were

incorrect since they reported diethylaraino-N-difluorophosphine as a gas

while more recent work, discussed below,has shown that (C H )0NPF0

is a colourless liquid boiling at 47 /100 mm., whose structure has been

well characterised by modern physical techniques.

The first correct report of dimethylamino-N-difluorophosphine

134
appeared in 1962 although in a later paper its synthesis was claimed

135
to have been achieved in 1959. The two methods of synthesis used

were, (1) the reaction of phosphorus trifluoride and dimethylamine,

(2) the reaction of the adduct (CH„)0NPF0*BH„ with trimethylamineO

(CH )0NPF0 has also been prepared by the action of boron trifluorideO £ &

136
on trisdimethylamino-N-phosphine , although other workers had obtained

137
only dimethylamino-N-difluoroborane from this reaction. The number

of dialkylaminodifluorophosphines known has been increased by the

fluorination of the corresponding chlorophosphines using a variety of

^ 111, 130 „ „ . ^ ^ 111fiuormating agents:- SbF^, NaF xn tetramethylene sulphone,
t 1 -i 13G 133

KSo F, ~ ZnF . ' The use of arsenic trifluoride was reported to
£ /j

3 33
give a complex mixture of products.
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Thg greater reactivity of the p - P bond compared to the p - CI

bond towards aminolysis was shown by Cavell who prepared dimethylamino-N-

difluorophosphine by the reaction of dimethylamine with chlorodifluoro-

131
phosphine.

A useful method of obtaining pure (CH0) npf0 from a mixture with
o 2 «

X3 0

<CH3>2™ and [(CHgJ^NjgPF has been described. The mixture was
allowed to stand at room temperature over cobalt dibromide when the

impurities were complexed and only pure (CH ) NPF pumped off.
o 2

Dialkylaminodifluorophosphines are strong smelling, colourless

liquids which are more stable in the atmosphere than the alkyl, aryl

or perfluoroalkyl fluorophosphines,

o
Upon heating to 50 dimethylamino-N-difluorophosphine reacts

further with dimethylamine by eliminating hydrogen fluoride to produce

bisdimethylamino-N-fluorophosphine, (Me N) PF, which disproportionates
2 2

slowly at room temperature:-

[£h3)2n]2pf -> (ch3)2npf2 + [(ch3)2n]3p.112
The nitrogen-phosphorus bond in dialkylaminodifluorophosphines is

readily cleaved by hydrogen halides or acyl halides to produce the

131
halogenodifluorophosphines, P?2X, giving a useful method of their
preparation free of other halogeno—vfluorophosphines.

Dialkylaminodifluorophosphines are more basic than phosphorus

135
trifluoride in their reactions with electron acceptors. "" Any p - d

71 7t

bonding between nitrogen and phosphorus involves donation of the lone

pair on nitrogen into unoccupied phosphorus d orbitals, thereby

increasing the basicity of the phosphorus at the expense of the nitrogen.
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This mechanism is further enhanced by the high electronegativity of the

fluorine atoms.

Adducts of dialkylaminodifluorophosphines with boron acceptor

compounds may be prepared by direct or indirect syntheses:-

(1) 2(CH3)2NPF2 + B2Hg > 2(CH3>2NPF2'BH3 139
13°*

(2) (CH3)2NPF2 + BF3 > (CH3)2NPF2-BF3
<•?*■> O

+
— 135

(3) 3(ch3)2nh + 2pf3-bh3 > 2(ch^npfg 'bh,, + (ch^n^hfg
—20° 134

(4) b4h8-co + (ch3)2npf2 > (ch3)2npf2.*b4h3 + co
The donor atom in these adducts has been determined by infrared

and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Compounds containing a

31
phosphorus-boron bond gave a P nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum

31 11 139
which showed coupling between the P and B nuclei. It has been

shown that the band at 2760 - 2320 cm. 1 in the infrared spectra

of compounds containing the group >N - CH disappears when the lone
O

140
pair on nitrogen are used for bonding.

Use of these two spectroscopic techniques has shown that while

(CH3)2NPF2'BH3 contains a phosphorus-boron bond, the similar
139

(CH )0NPF_«BF was co-ordinated through nitrogen." A phosphorus-
o Ci c* o

boron bond is also believed to be present in (CH0)„NPF0»B,H„.
o 2 £ 4 o
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From studies of their acceptor properties towards borane.a series

of compounds have been arranged in order of increasing basicity:-

135
PF3 < (MeNH)PF2^ Me2NPF2 < NMe^ HNMe2 < (Me2N)2PF ~(MeNH>2PF.
The co-ordination chemistry of dialkylaminodifluorcphosphines with

zerovalent nickel and molybdenum has been studied by reacting the

appropriate ligand with either the metal carbonyl, with cycloheptatriene

molybdenum tricarbonyl or with norbornadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl.^'
Nickel complexes were obtained in which two or four carbonyl groups had

been displaced. The molybdenum carbonyl derivatives gave di or tri-

substituted products while molybdenum carbonyl itself reacted with

piperidino-N-difluorophosphine to give cis-[c H NPF ] Mo(CO}0 under1 5 lO 2 4 2

, _. in
forcing conditions.

The complexes are stable solids or liquids in which co-ordination

to the metal was believed to be from the phosphorus. The infrared

absorption at 2780 - 2820 cm. 1 was present in the spectra of the

methyl derivatives and an absorption at 990 cm. \ claimed to be

characteristic for the (CH^^N - P group, was unchanged by
111

co-ordination. The carbony.1 stretching frequencies of the

complexes were higher than would be expected if co-ordination

was through nitrogen. Lastly an X-ray structure determination on

141
Ni(C H NPF0) also supported co-ordination from phosphorus to the metal.5 iU 2 4
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It was hoped that in the present study, by preparing dialkylamino-

fluorophosphine molybdenum carbonyi complexes from the trichloromethyl-

difluorophosphine molybdenum carbonyi compounds prepared in Part I of

this thesis, the case for co-ordination through phosphorus in the former

would be greatly strengthened since it is the only possibility in the

latter.



Discussion

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine readily reacts at room temperature,

in sealed evacuated glass tubes, with secondary amines. Three reactions,

involving diethylamine, piperidine and pyrrolidine respectively, followed
83

the same general pattern as that with dimethylamine, giving as the

major products the appropriate dialkylaminodifluorophosphine and

chloroform. One difference, however, was the simultaneous production

of small amounts of phosphorus trifluoride.

The identity of diethylamino-N-dif luorophosphine and piper id ino?-N-

difluorophosphine was confirmed by molecular weight and vapour pressure

measurements. Their infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectra

agreed with those of authentic samples made by fluorination of the
111

corresponding chlorophosphines. The new compound, pyrrolidino-N-

difluorophosphine, was fully characterised by elementary analr/sis and

exhibited the infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectra expected

from its structure. The proton magnetic spectrum showed two resonances

corresponding to the a and (3 protons.

31
The P spectrum was a 1-2-1 triplet, arising from spin-spin

coupling with two equivalent fluorine atoms, which occurred at low field
19

relative to H^PO^; while the P spectrum was the expected doublet,
each line of which was further split into five lines by the four a

protons of the ring. The large negative value of 6 is characteristic
P

114
of a phosphine fluoride and the value of J is in line with other

P - F

values for trico-ordinate phosphorus fluorides.1 ^
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The chloroform and phosphorus trifluoride obtained were identified

by molecular weight and infrared measurements.

In order to add further confirmation to the synthesis of the

pyrrolidine derivative, C H NPF0, it v/as also prepared by the4 o £

fluoridation of pyrrolidino-N-dichlorophosphine, using antimony

trifluoride. This compound, which was new, was prepared by the

action of pyrrolidine on phosphorus trichloride, the reaction being

carried out in a large volume of dry ether at -78° to minimize the

formation of [(C H n]0PC1. The pyrrolidino-N-difluorophosghine

obtained was identical in its properties to that from the reaction

of difluorotrichloromethylphosphine with pyrrolidine although the

yield v/as much reduced.

The observed evolution of considerable quantities of phosphorus

trifluoride during the fluorination reaction suggested that a dis¬

proportionst ion such as:-

2CANPP2 * [WV* * PP3
or

3Wpf2 -> !CA»V + 2PFs
occurred, which may be catalysed by the antimony compounds. Support

for such a disproportionation was given by the infrared spectrum of

C.H0NPF_ which always contained bands attributable to PF„, even after
<1 o Z ,3

repeated fractionation of the sample. Also, when a sample of C^HgNPF^
was heated in a sealed tube a 6.6% yield of PF was recovered.

O
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This rearrangement may b© compared with that of bisdiraethylamino-N-
112 1A2

fluorophosphine or of the mixed halogenophosphines. The former

rearrangement suggests that there nay bo a complex equilibrium of

the types-

(CH3)2NPF2 frj [(CH3)2N]2PF + PF3

[(ch3)^]3p+ <ch3)2npf2.
The disproportionation of aminodifluorophosphines could also

account for the small amount of phosphorus trifluoride which always

accompanied their preparation from difluarotriChlorCoethylphosphine.

The reactions described above have shown tho generality of the

formation of chloroform rather than hydrogen fluoride in these reactions

of difluorotrichloromethylphosphine with secondary amines. It has

been suggested that the difference in their reactions with amines, between

CF PF and CC1_PF , may be due to the relative stabilities of the
O ^ o c*

83
trifluoromethyl and trichloromethyl carbanions. In such reactions,

where so many factors could influence the reaction path, whose kinetics

and mechanisms have not been investigated, it is difficult to single

out one dominant influence. It may bo assumed that the initial stage

of the reaction is a nucleophilic attack by the amine on the phosphorus

atom. Several possible paths could then lead to the observed products.

In the series of compounds RPX0 which have been reacted with

amines, the difference-in the sizes of R and X is greatest for CC1 PF0.3

The relatively large size of the CC1 group could force the intermediate

to take up a structure in which the amine proton was adjacent to the
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trichloromethyl group, facilitating the elimination of chloroform rather

than hydrogen fluoride.

^ F
CI C - P r

3

H - N<f
,

.R

R

If the steric strain was large enough it could over-ride the

other factors and so allow only the formation of chloroform.

Very recently it has been shown that primary amines react readily

113
with CC1 PF_ to give two possible products.

O A

RNH + CC1 PF0 > R NHPF0 + CC1„H/ A A XBC A o

RNH2 + 2CC13PF2 > RN(PF2)2+ 2CC13H.
Dimethylphosphine was found to i-eact with difluorotrichloromethyl-

phosphine, at room temperature, to produce a complex mixture of products.

The small amount of phosphorus trifluoride produced was fractionated

from the two immiscible liquids which constituted the remainder of the

1 19
volatile products. Infrared and H, F nuclear magnetic resonance

spectroscopy showed this mixture to consist of chloroform, indicating

that some carbon-phosphorus bond cleavage had occurred, trifluorodimethyl-

phosphorane and a further unidentified compound. After repeated

fractionation of the mixture enough pure compound was obtained for

its infrared spectrum to be recorded. However, on further handling at

room temperature it always appeared to decompose since traces of

19
white solid were observed and its F spectrum was identical to that of

the mixture. The deposition of white solid was observed whenever
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the liquid products were allowed to reach room temperature. Each time

a sample of the liquids was stored at room temperature, colourless

crystals formed which turned to white powder when the liquids were

pumped away. The spectroscopic properties of the liquids did not

alter during the formation of the solid.

It is also noteworthy that although a mole ratio (CH„)riPH:CCl0PFri>l3 O Ci

was always used in the reaction, no excess of (CH )_PH was ever
3 ^

detected in the volatile products.

1 19
When the progress of the reaction was followed by H and F

nuclear magnetic resonance, no reaction occurred in the first tv/o hours

but the spectra obtained after three hours showed no evidence of starting

materials, only the resonances corresponding to the products being

then visible.

Difficulty was experienced in handling the white solid since it

was very sticky when handled in the glove box and was insoluble in

any of the common organic solvents, polar or non-polar. The reaction of

the solid with pyridine showed that it consisted in part of dimethyl-

phosphonium bifluoride, thus confirming the formation of hydrogen

fluoride.in the reaction.

88 6 9
Analogy with the mode of decomposition of CH PF ' suggests3 £

that (CHg)gPFg could have formed in the present reaction by the
decomposition of fluorodimethylphosphino, (CH^^PF which could have
been produced in two ways:-
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(1) 3(CH3)2PH + 3CC13PF2 •> 3(CH3>2P ~ PFP + 3CC13H

Cch3)2p - p(ch3)2 + (ch3)2pp3<-

(2) 3(CH3)2PH + 3CC13PF2 •> 3(CH3)2P - PF(X13 + 3HF
I

(ch3)2p - p(ch3)2 + (ch3)2pp3 <• 3(CH3)2PF + 3(PCCI3)x
Reaction (1) yields the observed chloroform while (2) must occur to

some extent to provide the hydrogen fluoride which is belivod to be

formed. The proposed method of decomposition of the biphosphines

145
follows the observed behaviour of unsymmetrical biphosphines. The

unidentified constituent of the reaction mixture may, therefore, have

been either of the biphosphines or flu^rodimethylplrosphine-, each Of Tfrfrich

could decompose at room temperature, as was noted.

Tetramethylbiphosphine was not found in any of the reaction

products however, and this fact suggests that the proposed reaction

scheme may be faulty. It may be that the decomposition of (CH3)2PF
does not produce (CH ) P - P(CH ) or, alternatively, that produced

O O Z

may form its phosphonium salt with hydrogen fluoride and not be displaoed

by pyridine.

The formation of chloroform, however, does show the similarity

between this reaction and the amine reactions.

In contrast to the complex reaction between (CH^gPH and CClgPFg,
no reaction was observable between (CF^^PH and CC13PF2, even when
heated. The decrease in reactivity caused by the high electronegativity
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of the trifluoromethyl groups supports the postulated importance of the

nucleophilicity of the reagent reacting with CCl^PF^.
Methyl thiol also did not react with difluorotrichloromethyl-

phosphine. After thirteen hours at 60° the only sign of any reaction

was the formation of a trace of white solid.

The failure to prepare difluoromethylthiophosphine by the reaction

of PF and CH„SH in the presence of triethylamine agrees with the
o O

146
observations of other workers.

The reactions of amines with difluorotrichloromethylphosphine were

extended to the study of co-ordinated f luorophosphine in trans-(CCl^PF^)^,-
Mo(CO) and cis-(CCl PF ) Mo(CO) in the hope of preparing the

o 1 * 1 u z z *

corresponding diaIkylaminodifluorophosphine complexes. In each

reaction a high yield of chloroform was obtained, indicating that the

reactions followed a similar course to those of the free fluorophosphine.

From each reaction the major product was a viscous liquid which could

not be completely purified, in spite of repeated attempts using different

approaches, even in the case of the product from piperidine and

cis-(CCl^PF^,)^Mo(C0) , which was expected to be the compound
107

cis-(C^H^qNPF^, )„Mo(C0),, a white crystalline solid. The infrared
spectra of the tricarbonyl complexes fitted the expected products

except that the tricarbonyl products in hexane solution showed more

than the expected number of absorptions in the 2000 cm. 1 region-

suggesting an isomeric mixture. The solution spectrum of (ChH _NPF0) -5 10 2 2

Mo(CO) agreed closely with that of an authentic sample as did its
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proton magnetic resonance spectrum. All of the liquids turned

brown fairly rapidly in light or upon warning.

It appears, therefore, that the reactions xR_NH + (CC1 PF„) Mo(CO)_
O Ci X v"*X

xCCl„H + (R_NPF0) M^(CO)r occur as expected but the presence ofo /j £ X

an isomeric mixture of products or a trace of impurities prevents

satisfactory purification of the carbonyl product. The analytical

data suggests that the amount of impurity present must be small.

Since amines can co-ordinate to zerovalent transition metals

in carbonyl complexes it is possible that the excess of amine used

caused some decomposition or rearrangement of the starting or

product materials.

Besides demonstrating the extension of the simple amine

reactions the production of the aminodifluorophosphine complexes

111
gives support to the proposal that the donor atom in such

complexes is the phosphorus atom, since they have now been

prepared from the CCl^PF^ complexes in which co-ordination must
be through phosphorus.

This work has constituted but a small part in the investigation

of the simple chemistry of one fluorophosphine. There remains

ouch to be examined in the chemistry of this and other fluoro-

phosphines.
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One concluding experiment to be mentioned is the brief investigation

of the reaction of hydrogen chloride and co-ordinated aminodifluorophosphine.

The reaction was a great deal slower than that between hydrogen chloride

and the free dialkyl aminodifluorophosphines. After heating the

reactants, the aminohydrochloride was isolated and also a volatile

compound whose infrared spectrum suggested that it was possibly cis-

(PC1F ) Mo(CO) . Unfortunately the ease with which it decomposed
e O

prohibited a nuclear magnetic resonance study of this compound.



Infrared Spectra

Pyrro1idine-N-difluorophos ph ine

fyapour) 2953 vs, 2865 vs, 1453 vw, 1348 w, 1294 vw, 1264 w, 1208 ra,

1122 s, 1085 s, 1014 m, 975 m, 907 vw, G90.5 m, 866 s, 851 s, 819 vs,

766 vs, (cm. 1).

Product from Me2NH + trans-(CCl^PF2)^Mo(C0)^

(In hexane) 2025 m, 2015 w, 2010 m, 1949 s, 1933 vs, 1918 s, sh.

(Thin film) 2922 vs, b, 2851 s, 2814 m,sh, 2025 m, 2009 m, 1948 s,sh,

1927 vs, 1481 m, 1461 s, 1454 s, 1415 w, 1300 s, 1181 s, 1069 m, 984 s,

805 s, 778 m,sh, 703 s, (cm. "S.

Product from CcH,^NH + trans-(CCl„PF„)„Mo(CO)„
P lO " 3 2 3 o

(In hexane) 2017 s, 2009 vs, 1953 s, 1940 vs, 1921 vs, 1834 vw.

(Thin Film) 2970 m,sh, 2933 s, 2852 s, 2021 s, 1999 s, 1912\s, b,

1461 m,sh, 1450 m, 1441 m, 1401 w, 1372 s, 1337 m, 1322 w, 1277 m, 1255 w,

1204 s, 1162 s, 1112 s, 1060 s, 1023 m, 957 s, 897 m, 850 m, 793 s,b, 767 s,sh,

®94 s, 665 w, (cm. ).

Product from CgH^NH + Cis- (CC^Pr^MofcO) 1

(In hexane) 2055 m, 1973 m, 1963 w, 1950 vs, 1939 s, sh.

(Thin Film) 2937 m, 2855 m, 2054 s, 1930 vs,b, 1462 w, 1450 w, 1441 m,

1371 m, 1339 w, 1279 w, 1260 w, 1205 m, 1164 m, 1112 m, 1060 m, 1024 w,

960 m, 898 w, 352 w, 800 m,b, 780 m,b, 698 m, 668 w, (cm. )

cis-(PClF2)3Mo(CO)3

(Vapour) 2068 s, 2019 vs, 2003 w, 890 \v,vb, 860 w, 820 vw, 7 92 w,

772 vw, (cm. ).



Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra

Chemical shifts and spin-spin coupling constants for RgNPX2 systems

Compound
H 0,

P

CH„ - CH,

CH3 "
•NPF,

1H,

-3.15(a)
twelve lines -147.2

-1.13(p) triplet
triplet

CH„ - CH,

/
NPF,

CH2 " H,

a

1H„ -

CH -

C^2
_>NPFr

CH2

P

CH, C^2
\■NPC1,

CH_ - CH,

-3 .18(a)
-140.5

-1.60(p, ) triplet

-3 .30(a)
-1.83(p)

-146.2
triplet

-3.36(a)
sextuplet
-1.90(p)

•164.5

PF

1204
+64.8

doublet

of

quintuplets

1191

+ 66 .4
doublet

of

quintuplets

1205

1199

+67.9
doublet

of

quintuplets

1204

1198

PHa

0.6

JFHa JHaB

3.2 7.4

2.9

3.3

(—

* 7^
Chemical shift in p.p.m. rel. to SiMe.. Chemical shift in p.p.m. rel.

to H„P0 .
o 4

^ Chemical shift in p.p.m. rel. to CC1 F.
S
"-"Coupling constant in cycles per second.

a 31 b 19 c
From P spectrum. From F spectrum. Measured relative to

C„H_CF„ (external std.) and corrected to the CC1 F scale by addition of 63.<
b 5 3 3

*H spectrum of cis-(C,H ^NPF„Flo(C0) .5 10 4

Broad lines at:- 6„ -1.62 (S) protonsI"1

8 -3.34 (a) protons.
H



Experimental



EXPERIMENTAL

Most of the compounds used in this study were very reactive to

air and/or moisture. For this reason operations were carried out

either under a blanket of dry, oxygen free nitrogen or, preferably,

in a high vacuum system. The vacuum system was of the standard

type, fitted with greased taps and a train of U-traps. Additional

apparatus could be attached to the system by ground glass joints.

A 10 cm. cell with NaCl windows was used for gas phase spectra

and a cell of 0.1 mm. path length with NaCl windows for solution

spectra. Routine spectra were obtained on a Perkin-Elmer 237

Infracord and a Perkin-Elmer 621 spectrometer was used for more

accurate work. The latter was calibrated against atmospheric

water and carbon dioxide by conversion to a single beam instrument.

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were recorded on the Perkin-

Elmer-R10, the Varian Associates HA60 or the Varian HA100. The RIO

1 19
and HA60 operate at 60 Mc/s.for H, 56.4 Mc/s.for F and 24.3 Mc/s.

31 1
for P spectra. The HA100 operates at 100 Mc/s. for H, 94.0 Mc/s.

19 31
for F and 40.5 Mc/s. for P spectra. Parameters quoted for the

compounds are normally the average values from several measurements.
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Gas liquid chromatographic studies were carried out on a

Griffin and George D.6 gas density balance instrument or on a

Perkin-Elmer F.ll fitted with a flame ionisation detector. A

2 metre column packed with 20% A.P.L. grease on Celite was used

in the D.6 and a 50 metre capillary column with A.P.L. grease

as stationary phase in the F.ll.

Analyses were performed by A. Bernhardt, Mikroanalytisches

Laboratorium im Max Planck Institut, Mlllheim, Germany.
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Purification of Starting Materials

Purification of Solvents

Petroleum ethers and hexane were freed of any unsaturated

impurities by shaking with concentrated sulphuric acid, followed

bv acid potassium permanganate solution. They were then washed

with wate^ and given a preliminary drying over anhydrous calcium

chloride. Final drying was achieved by refluxing the solvent over

phosphorus pentoxide for one hour. The solvent was then distilled

from the phosphorus pent.oxide through a 60 cm. Vigreux column.

The solvents were stored in tightly stoppered bottles over sodium

wire. •

rAcetonitrile was dried by refluxing over phosphorus pentoxide,

followed by distillation through the 60 cm. Vigreux column. It

was stored in a tightly stoppered bottle.

Benzene was shaken with concentrated sulphuric acid to remove

any thiophen present, washed with water and sodium carbonate

solution, then dried over anhydrous calcium chloride. The last

traces of moisture were removed by reflux and distillation from

sodium wire. The pure, dry benzene was stored over sodium wire.
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Chloroform and carbon tetrachloride were dried over anhydrous

calcium chloride and then distilled through a 60 cm. Vigreux column.

Diethyl ether was dried first over calcium chloride then

refluxed over sodium wire. Purification was by distillation through

the Vigreux column. The pure, dry ether was stored in a dark

bottle over sodium wire.

Diglyme was dried by reflux over calcium hydride and then

distilled.

Purification of Red Phosphorus

The commercial sample of red phosphorus was stirred in a

10% sodium hydroxide solution to remove any surface oxides. The

solution was decanted off and the phosphorus washed with water

until neutral to litmus. The phosphorus was then washed with

ethanol and filtered, then dried in a vacuum desiccator over

P2°5"

Preparation of Hydrogen Chloride

Concentrated sulphuric acid was added slowly to dry AnalaR

sodium chloride in a flask attached to the vacuum line which

contained about 200 mm./Hg of dry nitrogen. A vigorous reaction

followed the addition of each drop of acid. The hydrogen chloride

o
formed was collected in a trap at -196 C. The HC1 was then

o o
fractionated through a trap at -95 to one at -196 under high

vacuum. Its purity was checked by molecular weight and infrared,-

spectroscopy measurements.
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Preparation of Phosphorus Trifluoride

A two-necked flask containing freshly sublimed antimony

trifluoride, to which a bent side arm containing redistilled

phosphorus trichloride was attached, was connected to the vacuum

line. The phosphorus trichloride was degassed under vacuum, the

vacuum fractionation train and reaction flask were isolated from

the pumps and about 400 mm./Hg. of dry nitrogen admitted. The

phosphorus trichloride was added slowly from the side arm. When

the flask was warmed slightly a reaction started and the phosphorus

trifluoride produced passed through a trap at -78° to one at -196°.
The rate of reaction was controlled by the addition of the phosphorus

trichloride. The phosphorus trifluoride was passed several times

o

through traps at -78 under the nitrogen atmosphere to remove less

volatile products such as chlorofluorophosphines PC1F and PCI F.

The phosphorus trifluoride was then passed under high vacuum

o o
through a -120 trap into one at -196 . Its purity was checked

by infrared and molecular weight measurements.

Cycloheptatriene and Bicyclo (2,2,1) hepta (2,5) diene were

used as obtained from the Shell Chemical Company and Aldrich

Chemical Company respectively.
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Molybdenum, chromium and tungsten hexacarbonyls were supplied

by the Climax Molybdenum Company and were used without further

purification.

Samples of bis(trifluoromethyDphosphine and fluordbis(hepta-

fluoropropyl)phosphine were supplied by Dr. J.F. Nixon. Before

use they were fractionated on the vacuum line and their purity

checked by infrared and molecular weight measurements.

Methyl thiol was used as supplied by British Drug Houses, Ltd.,

after its purity hafl been confirmed by infrared, molecular weight

and vapour pressure measurements.
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Preparations

Preparation of CC1_?C1„ A1C1 .
-

O J

Carbon tetrachloride (176.5g., 1.14 moles), phosphorus

trichloride (117.5g., 0.855 moles) and aluminium trichloride

<109.5g.f 0.822 moles) were refluxed together in a round bottomed

flask, fitted with a condenser, under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen

for one hour. During reaction a grey solid was formed. The

supernatant liquid was decanted off and the solid extracted

with hot, dry methylene chloride. After some of the methylene

chloride had been removed by distillation the product, CC1 P+C1 A1C1
O

crystallised, as white crystals which were filtered under nitrogen

o
and dried over P 0 ., qpt. 95-'OO C. The product was extremely

z o

reactive towards moisture and in later preparations of CC1„PC1
«3 £

the intermediate CC1^P+C1^ A1C1 was not isolated but reduced
by MeOPClg immediately. This was more convenient and also led to
slightly better yields of CCl^PCl^.
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Preparation of CH 0PC1
*3 JL

Phosphorus trichloride (275 g., 2 moles.) was placed in

a three necked flask fitted with condenser, a dropping funnel, and

a stirrer. The flask was cooled in an ice-salt bath. The

system was flushed with dry nitrogen then kept dry by

drving tubes. Methanol (64 g., 2 moles.) was added very slowly

while the mixture was stirred continuously. During the reaction

hydrogen chloride was evolved. At the end of the reaction the

flask was allowed to warm to room temperature when the dissolved

HC1 escaped. The product of the reaction was distilled,giving

a small forerun, followed by a fraction boiling at 86° - 94°
collected as CH 0PC1 . A considerable amount of yellow solid

o 2

formed during the distillation and may have been responsible for

a yield of only 40%.

Reduction of CCl„PCltAlCl7 by CH_0PC1_ 149
3 3 4—i 3 2

In a flask fitted with a stirrer, condenser, and dropping

funnel, the complex CClgPCl^AlCl^ was suspended in phosphorus
trichloride while dry nitrogen was passed continuously through

the system. The contents of the flask were heated to 80' - 90°C.

when CH^OPClg was very slowly added with vigorous stirring.
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The mixture was refluxed for eight hours after the completion of the

addition. The flask then contained a liquid and a white solid.

Tiie supernatant liquid was decanted off, the solid washed with

POlg and the liquid distilled to remove most of the PClg solvent.
The remaining solution of CClgPCl^ in PCl^ could not be further
separated by distillation, even when a packed column was used. The

solution was distilled on the vacuum line when the CCl^PC^ was

slowly trapped out at -24° while the PC13 passed through. The

CCl^PClg was purified by further passes through the -24° until its

melting point was sharp and its vapour pressure correct.

75
Fluorination of CC1„PC1„3 2

Dichlorotrichloromethylphosphine (1.0134 g., 4.62 moles.)

o
was > heated in a sealed,evacuated Pyrex tube at 70 C overnight

with a large excess of antimony trifluoride. The tube was

opened on the vacuum line and the volatile contents pumped out

o
and fractionated. Unreacted CC1 PCI stayed in a trap at -24 C.

while CC1„PF (0.6236 g., 3.33 moles.) passed to a trap at -73°C
o 2

The purity of the difluorotrichloromethylphosphine was checked

by its infrared spectrum and its molecular weight (Found 187.2

Calc. 137.5).
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Preparation of Trifluoroiodomethane

Ca) Silver Trifluoraacetate

A solution of sodium carbonate (60 g. in lOOO ml. of water)

was added slowly to a stirred silver nitrate solution

(175 g. in 750 ml. of water). The silver carbonate which

precipitated was washed 10 times by decantation. Trifluoroacetic

acid was then slowly added to the suspension of silver

carbonate until it was neutral to litmus/ upon warming the

silver carbonate dissolved. The solution was filtered

and evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure on a rotary

evaporator. The crystals of silver trifluoroacetate were.

dried in a vacuum desiccator over P„0_.2 5

150
(k) Trifluoroiodomethane

Trifluoroiodomethane was prepared by heating a mixture of

iodine and silver trifluoroacetate:-

CF COOAg + I > CF I + Agl + CO
O /£ O Z

In order to prepare CF^I on a large scale a special apparatus,
designed to scrub out the CO^ and dry the CF^I, was built.
The mixture of iodine and silver trifluoroacetate, both finely

ground, were mixed intimately in the flask A. The system was

flushed from D with dry nitrogen before the flask was gently

heated with a Bunsen.



Apparatus for the preparation
of

CF I
3
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The CFgl + CO^ passed up the glass tube B, where some iodine
condensed, and up the scrubbing tower E. The tower was

packed with short lengths ( 1 cm.) of thin glass tubing

over which ran a solution of 24% NaOH and 5% NagSgOg in
water.stored in the reservoir F» The rate of production

of CFgl could be followed as it passed the bubbler H. The

CFgl was dried by the tubes of P2°5' *' and collected in
o o

the large traps J and K which were cooled to -78 and -196

respectively. Most of the product was retained in J.

Mercury safety seals at C and M were included in the system

to prevent any pressure build up due to blockage at any

pel at. The traps containing the product were attached

to the vacuum line and the contents fractionated through

traps at -95°, -120° and -196°C. Water was stopped by the

first, CFgl by the second while any C0^ passed to the
-196° trap. After repeated fractionation the trifluoro-

iodomethane was stored in an evacuated glass bulb.
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Preparation of Tristrifluoromethylphosphlne, Iodobig-

trifluoromethylpliosphine and Pi-iodotrifluoromethylphosphine.

The method used was based on the reported method of Bennett
151

at al.. A mixture of pure red phosphorus and resublimed iodine were

placed in a glass reaction tube which was then connected to the

vacuum line. Sufficient trifluoroiodomethane was condensed into

the tube to produce about eight atmospheres pressure when the tube

had been sealed off and heated at 200° - 210°C. After 48 hours

the tube was opened and the volatile products fractionated through

traps at -64°, -95°, -120° and -196°C. The traps then contained:-

-64°:- CF3PI2 + (CF3)2PI
-94°:- <cf3)3P

-120°:- CF3I
-196°:- PF

O

The tube was refilled with CF I and sealed at its second
o

constriction and the reaction repeated. A large excess of phosphorus

and iodine was used initially to allow this repetition.

The mixtjure of iodotrifluoromethylphosphines were separated

by fractionation through traps at -24°, -64° and -196°C.

Diodotrifluoromethylphosphine stayed in the -24° trap, iodobi.s-

trifluoromethylphosphine in the -64° trap. The two fractions

were each recycled and the middle fraction taken each time. Because

of their tendency to disproportionate the iodotrifluoromethylphosphines

were fluorinated once purified.
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Preparation of Difluorotrifluoromethylphosphine

Di-lodotrifluoromethylphosphine was condensed into an

evacuated Pyrex tube which contained an excess of dry antimony

trifluoride. The tube was sealed and heated at 70° overnight.

The volatile products were then taken into the vacuum line
Pluofiie.

leaving antimony triiodide and trichloride in the tube. Fractionation

of the products through traps at -78° and -196° separated the

di-iodotrifluoromethylphosphine from the difluorotrifluoromethyl-

phosphine which passed to the trap at -196°. The purity of the

fluorophospfcioe was checked by examination of its infrared

spectrum, vapour pressure and molecular weight.

Preparation of Fluorobi^trifluoromethftlphosphine

Iedobistrifluoromethylphosphine and antimony trifluoride were

o
heated together in a Pyrex tube at 70 C. overnight in a similar

manner to the previous preparation. The volatile products were

o o
fractionated in the vacuum line through traps at -64 , -120 and

o
-196 C. Unreacted iodophosphine was stopped by the first,

fluorobi&trifluoromethylphosphine by the second and phosphorus

trifluoride and silicon tetrafluoride by the last trap. The

contents of the -120°C. trap were refractionated until the

infrared, molecular weight and vapour pressure measurements

were correct for (CFg^PF.
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152
Preparation of Tetramethyl biphosphine disulphide

Magnesium filings ( 19 g., 0.78 mole.)wore placed in

100 ml. of ether contained in a three necked flask. The flask

was fitted with a stirrer, dropping funnel and a cold finger

condenser cooled by solid carbon dioxide. A solution of methyl

bromide (76.2 g., 0.80 mole.) in 250 ml. of ether were slowly

added from the dropping funnel and produced a vigorous reaction

to form methyl magnesium bromide. A solution of redistilled

thiophosphoryl chloride (45.5 g., 0.27 mole.) in 30 ml. of ether

was added very slowly to the cooled, stirred, Grignard solution.

300 ml. of 10% sulphuric acid were then added to the reaction

mixture whereupon a white solid precipitated. The solid was

filtered, waahe'd with 1.5 litres of water and dried in a

vacuum desiccator over P 0 . The crystals were • recrystallised
6 o

from dry ethanol and dried again,giving white crystals of

tetramethyl biphosphine disulphide (CH ) P — P(CH ) .
O Z O Z

s s

mpt. 221-224°C. Yield 9.4 g., 50.5 m. moles.
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153
Preparation of Dimethyl Phosphine

A two necked flask; charged with tetramethyl biphosphine

disulphide (2.6289 g., 14.15 m. moles.) and lithium aluminium

hydride (1,2389 g., 32.8 m. moles).was attached to the vacuum

line and the system filled with about 100 mm ./Hg of dry

nitrogen after it had been evacuated. From a bent side arm,

degassed, dry diglyme (8 ml.) was added dropwise, A fairly

vigorous reaction started and was moderated by ice cooling.
o

The dimethyl phosphine produced passed through a trap at -78

into one at -196°C. When the reaction had stopped the solvent

was puniped off to prevent any further plow production of the

pyrophoric phosphine. The dimethyl phosphine in the -196°
trap was fractionated twice under va<suu»i through traps at

-78° and -120°C. to give a product whose purity was confirmed

by its infrared spectrum, molecular freight and vapour pressure,

(CHg)^ j(1.2776 g., 73%, 2.06 m. moles, fl, 61.0, v.p. 337 mms/.Hg.
o o

at 0 C.). The reported vapour pres»are is 338 mm .,/Hg at 0 C.
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94, 154.
Preparation of Cycloheptatriene Molybdenum Tricarbonyl

Under an atmosphere of nitrogen.molybdenum hexacarbonyl

(52.8 g,, 0.2 mole.), 100 ml. of cycloheptatriene and 400 ml. of

o o
100 - 120 petroleum ether were refluxed for 20 - 24 hours. The

solution was then greatly reduced in volume, cooled in solid

CO^ and the red crystals filtered off. The crude product was

placed in a sublimer and the excess hexacarbonyl removed at

50°C under high vacuum until no more appeared (usually about

8-12 hours). Sublimation at 90° - 100°C. at high vacuum gave

red crystals of pure cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl

(mpt, 100°C ). The yield varied but was between 40 and 60%.

97, 154.
Preparation of Bicycloheptadiene Molybdenum Tetracarbonyl

A one litre flask fitted with reflux condenser, stirrer

and dropping funnel was flushed continuously with nitrogen. In

the flask were placed molybdenum hexacarbonyl (52.8 g., 0.2 mole.)

and 400 ml. of 100° - 120°C. petroleum ether. The stirred

solution was heated to reflux and bicyclo(2,2,l)hepta(2,5)diene

(67.9 g., 0.74 mole.) was added very slowly. Refluxing was

continued for 20 - 24 hours after the addition was complete.

The cooled solution was then filtered several times through

glass wool to remove the brown polymeric material formed during

reaction.
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The volume of the solution was greatly reduced and cooled in

solid CO . The yellow crystals which formed were filtered off

and placed in a sublimer. Unreacted molybdenum hexacarbonyl was

o
sublimed off at 50 C under high vacuum for about 8-12 hours

and then the product was sublimed at 90° - 100°C to give yellow

crystals (mpt. 76°C., yield 32.0 g., 0.107 mole.) of bicyclo-

heptadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl.

Preparation of Cycloheptatriene Chromium Tricarbonyl "5'
Chromium hexacarbonyl (15.0 g., 0.069 mole.), 50 ml. of

cycloheptatriene and 150 ml. of 100° - 120°C , petroleum ether

were refluxed for about 24 hours under nitrogen. The product

was isolated in the same way as the corresponding molybdenum

compound. The yield of bright red crystals of cycloheptatriene

chromium tricarbonyl (mpt. 128° - 130°dec.) was 3.0 g., 0.0133 mole.,

22%.

Preparation of Bicycloheptadiene Chromium Tetracarbonyl

25 ml. of bicyclo(2,2,l)hepta(2,5)diene was added very slowly

to a refluxing solution of chromium hexacarbonyl (11.0 g., 0.05 mole.)
o o

in 175 ml. of 100 - 120 C. The mixture was refluxed for about

48 hours after completion of the addition. The product, bright

yellow crystals, (mpt. 92°, 3.1 g., 0.0119 mole.) was isolated

in the same way as the molybdenum compound.
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Preparation ox cis-(C^H^qNPF^)Jllo(CO)^.

Piperidino-N-difluorophosphine (5.69 g., 37.2 in. moles) was

added slowly to cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl (0.897 g.,

3.3 m. moles) and the solution stirred for one hour at 40-50°. The

excess piperidino-N-difluorophosphine was taken off by high

vacuum distillation,leaving pink crystals in the flask. The

impure product was purified by the decolourisation of its hexane

solution with charcoal, giving white crystals of cis-tris(piperidinQ-

N-difluorophosphine) molybdenum tricarbonyl (1.753 g., 2.75 m. moles)

mpt, 94-°C, identified by its infrared spectrum.



PART I

All of the following reactions were performed in sealed,

evacuated, Pyrex tubes. Involatile reactants were placed in

the reaction tube and thoroughly outgassed before use, volatile

reactants were condensed into the tube under vacuum. Reaction

tubes were opened under high vacuum.

Preparation of trans-(PF0)^iy& (CO)0
" **"* O—10 .

Phosphorus trifluoride (0.3995 g., 4.54 moles.) and cyclo-

heptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl (0.274 g., 1.0 m. moles.)

reacted for three days. The volatile contents were then vacuum

o o
fractionated through traps at -73 and -196 C. A very little

brown solid remained in the reaction tube. The -193° fraction

was shown by its infrared spectrum and molecular weight to be

phosphorus trifluoride (0.1655 g., 1.8S m. moles., M. 86.0). The

fraction in the -78° trap was shown by its infrared spectrum

to be a mixture of cycloheptatriene and trans-tris(trifluorophosphine)

molybdenum tricarbonyl. Repeated fractionation through cold

traps failed to separate the mixture. By repeatedly allowing most

of the fraction to pass from a trap at room temperatui'e to one at

-196° a sample of pure trans-tris(trifluorophosphine) molybdenum

tricarbonyl was obtained.
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Th© remaining mixture could not be resolved further (0.3093 g.).

The pure trans-(PF^)3Mo(C0)^ was a colourless crystalline solid
(0.1164 g., 0.26 m. moles., mpt. 42.0°C ). (Found: C, 8.25; H, 0.15;

F, 38.1; P, 21.5. C_F MoO P requires C, 8.1; H, 0.0; F, 38.6;J 9 o J

P, 20.95%).

Preparation of trans-(CCl^PF^)^Mo(CO)^
Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (3.5030 g., 18.7 m. moles.)

and cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl (1.499 g., 5.52 m. moles.)

reacted, with slight evolution of heat,to form an off-white solid

and a pale brown liquid. To ensure complete reaction the tube was

left overnight before it was opened and the volatile contents

distilled into the vacuum line. Repeated fractionation through

cold traps failed to separate the volatile products. The mixture

was shown by infrared spectroscopy to contain cycloheptatriene

and difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (0.8891 g.).

The pale brown solid was removed from the reaction tube and

its infrared spectrum examined. The appearance of absorptions

in the C-0, P-F and C-Cl stretching regions suggested that it

was trans-tris(difluorotr ichloromethyl ph.osphine) molybdenum

tricarbonvl. (4.0.g., 5.32 m. moles.). Crystallisation from

acetonitrile gave white crystals, mpt. 95.5 - 96.0°C. (Found: C, 9.9;

H, 0.3; CI, 42.9; F, 15.3; P, 12.7. C Cl.F MoO,P„ requires6 y o o 3

C, 9.7; H, 0.0; CI, 42.9; F, 15.3; P, 12.5%).
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Preparation of trans-(CF^PF9)^Mo(C0)^

Difluorotrifluoromethylphosphine (0.6944 g., 5.03 m. molesj

and cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl (0.278 g., 1.02 m. moles.)

reacted for two days. A very small amount of pale brown solid

remained in the tube when the volatile contents were distilled into

the vacuum line. The volatiles were fractionated through traps at

o o o
-78 and -196 C. The -196 trap was shown by its infrared spectrum

to contain difluorotrifluoromethyl phosphine and a little silicon

tetrafluoride (0.2781 g., 2.015 m. moles., M, 133). The contents

o o
of the -78 trap were passed through a trap at -24 to one at

-196°. Cycloheptatriene, identified by its infrared spectrum,

passed to the -196° trap (0.0837 g., 0.89 m. moles.).

The -24° trap contained a colourless liquid whose infrared

spectrum suggested it was trans-tris(difl.uorotrifluoromethylphosphine)

molybdenum tricarbonyl (0.5144 g.. 0.87 m. moles.). (Found: C, 12.9;

H 0.1; F. 50.6; P 16.55. CgF^MoOgPg requires C, 12.1; H, 0.0;
F, 48.0; P, 15.65%).

Preparation of trans-[(CF^) J?F]^Mo(C0)^
Fluorobijstrifluoromethyl pliosphine (0.7328 g., 3.90 m. moles)

and cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl (0. 2728 g., 1.00 m. moles.)

reacted for four days to produce a brown liquid and a little yellow

solid.
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The volatile products were fractionated on the vacuum line, leaving

the yellow solid in the tube. The unreacted fluoro bis(trifluoro-

methyl)phosphine, identified by its infrared spectrum, passed a

trap at -78° and stopped in the -196° trap (0.1849 g., 0.984 m. moles,

M, 184). The contents of the -78° trap were fractionated through

o o o o
traps at -36 , -78 and -196 . The -78 trap contained

cycloheptatriene (0.0715 g», 0.78 m. moles.), identified by its

infrared spectrum.

The -36° trap contained a colourless liquid which moved slowly

under high vacuum. Its infrared spectrum suggested that it was

jbrans-tris -(fluorobis trifluoromethylphosphine) molybdenum

tricarbonyl (0.6848 g. 0.92 m. moles.). (Found: C, 13.8;

H. 0.0; F, 60.3; P, 12.0. CgFg^HoO^Pg requires C, 14.5; H, 0.0;
F, 53.6; P, 12.5%).

Second Preparation of trans-[(0Fo)riPF]oMo(C0)n
■ ■ ...■.■.I.. ■■ i . I.- I. i " "O 1,1"1 ' o —

Fluorob istrifluoromethyl ph.osphine (1.0258 g., 5.46 m. moles.)

and cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl (0.2775 g., 1.01 m. moles.)

reacted for four days. The more volatile products were removed from

the reaction tube by distillation on the vacuum line leaving a red

liquid in the reaction tube. The liquid was extracted with hot

hexane and the solution boiled with activated charcoal.
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The solution was still coloured when the charcoal had been filtered

off. The hexane was removed under vacuum and the red liquid was

o
distilled over a short path length at 46 - 49 C under high

vacuum. The infrared spectrum of the colourless liquid distillate

(0.4788 g., 0.64 m. moles.) was identical to that of the previous

preparation.

The volatile products were fractionated through -78° and

-196°. Excess fluorobis trifluoromethyl'ph.osphine was recovered

in the -196° trap (0.4663 g., 2.48 m. moles, M, 185) and was

identified by its infrared spectrum and molecular weight.

Cycloheptatriene, identified by its infrared spectrum, was

recovered in the -78° trap (0.0823 g., 0.89 m. moles.).

Preparation of trans-[c F ) PF] Mo(CO)
'■* — ...J. J—7 2 -—J— ' ' "O "

Fluorobisheptafluoropropyip.hiosphine (1.5025 g., 3.88 m. moles.)

and cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl (0..2794 g., 1.03 m. moles.)

reacted slowly for ten days to produce a light brown solid and a

small amount of liquid. Vacuum fractionation failed to separate

the volatile products which were shown by infrared spectroscopy

to be cycloheptatriene and unreacted fluorobisheptafluoropropyl

phosphine (0.4812 g.).
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A small amount of the brown solid sublimed at 65 - 70°C to

give white crystals. However, when the bulk of the solid was

sublimed, extensive decomposition occurred and the solid charred.

Crystallisation of the charred residue,, from hexane, gave white

crystals, mpt. 79.5 - 80.0°C. The infrared spectrum suggested

that the crystals were trans-tris- (fluor o b±s heptafluoropropyl

phosphine)molybdenum tricarbonyl (0.388 g., 0.29 m. moles.).

(Found: C 18.7; H, 0.0; F, 61.9; P, 6.7. C^F^MoOgPg
requires C. 18.7; H, 0.0; F, 63.6; P, 6.9%).

Reaction between (CF„)„P and C_H„Mo(C0)„
11 ■ o o 7 o 3

TrisJrtrifluoromethylphosphine (1.3207 g., 5.55 m. moles.)

and cycloheptatriene molybdenum tricarbonyl (0.276 g., 1.00 m. moles.)

reacted for seven days to produce a black solid and a red liquid.

o
The volatiles were vacuum fractionated through traps at -24 ,

o o
-78 and -196 C. The black solid remained in the reaction tube,

o
The trap at -196 was shown by infrared spectroscopy to contain

unreacted tris-trifluoromethylphosphine (0.8572 g., 3.60 m. moles.).

The -78° trap contained cycloheptatriene (0.0129 g., 0.14 m. moles.),

identified by its infrared spectrum.
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The trap at -24° contained a colourless solid and liquid of

low volatilities, which could not be separated by further
19

fractionation. The infrared spectrum and F N.M.R. spectra of

this fraction (0.1824 g.) showed it to be a mixture of products

containing (CF_) P and CO groups.
O o

Extraction of the black solid with hot hexane failed to

produce anything when the solvent was removed under vacuum.

Preparation of cis-(PF^)^Mo(C0)^

Phosphorus trifluoride (0.2956 g., 3.36 m. moles.) and

bicycloheptadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl (0.3036 g., 1.01 m. moles.)

reacted for four days. A very small amount of brown solid stayed

in the reaction tube when the volatile contents were vacuum

fractionated through traps at -96° and -196°C. The -196° trap

contained unreacted phosphorus trifluoride (0.1230 g., 1.40 m. moles.),

identified by its infrared spectrum. The contents of the -96° trap

o
were passed through a -36 trap several times to give two fractions.

The more volatile fraction (0.0934 g.) was shown by its infrared

spectrum to be bicycloheptadiene containing a little cis-b?s(tri-

fluorophosphine) molybdenum tetracarbonyl.

The more volatile fraction was shown to be pure cis-bis

(trifluorophosphine) molybdenum tetracarbonyl, (0.3120 g.,

0.814 m. moles., mpt. 27 - 28°C.).
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Preparation of cis-(CCl?PF9)9Mo(C0)4

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (0,9717 g., 5.18 m. moles.)

and bicycloheptadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl (0.3942 g., 1.22 m. moles.)

reacted with slight evolution of heat when brought to room

temperature. The reaction was judged to be complete after one day

and the volatile contents of the reaction tube were taken into the

vacuum line. Infrared spectoscopy showed these to be a mixture of

bicycloheptadiene and unreacted difluorotrichloromethylphosphine

(0.5344 g.). The mixture could not be separated by fractional

condensation. The grey solid in the reaction tube was distilled

over a very short path length at high vacuum and at 60 - 65°C.
The distillate was a colourless liquid which solidified very

slowly when stored under nitrogen. The liquid (0.4298 g., 0.74 m. moles.)

was shown by its infrared spectrum to be cia-bis(difluorotrichloro-

methylphosphine) molybdenum tetracarbonyl. (Found: C, 12.5;

H, 0.2; CI, 36.5; P, 10.6, C CI F MoO P requires C, 12.35;b b 4 4 2

H, 0.0; CI, 36.2; P, 10.6%).

When this method of purification was repeated substantial

ecomposition occurred and the following method was adopted.
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Alternative preparation of cis-(CCl^PF2)Mo(CQ)^

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (0.6652 g., 3.55 m. moles.)

and bicycloheptadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl (0.3243 g., 1.08 m. moles.)
>

reacted exothermically when warmed slowly to room temperature. After

one day the tube contained a viscous,brown liquid. The volatile

contents of the tube were passed into the vacuum line. Vacuum

fractionation failed to separate the mixture of bicycloheptadiene

and difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (0.2371 g.).

The waxy solid which remained in the reaction tube was

extracted with hot hexane and the solution boiled briefly with

activated charcoal. The hexane was removed from the filtered

solution giving a yellow, waxy solid. Recrystallisation twice

from a small volume of 100 - 120° petroleum ether gave white

crystals whose infrared spectrum showed them to be cis-

bis - (difiluorotrichloromethylphosphine) molybdenum tetracarbonyl.

(0.465 g., 0.80 m. moles., mpt. 38.5 - 39.5°C.), identical to the

product from the previous preparation.
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Preparation of cia-(CF PF ) Mo(CO) .

_ _ _ O 2 2 ___ -£

Difluorotrifluoromethylphosphine (0.3370 g., 2.8 m. moles.)

and bicycloheptadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl (0.3265 g., 1.08 m. moles.)

reacted for four days. The volatile products were vacuum

fractionated through traps at -78° and -196°C. A very small

amount of pale yellow solid remained in the tube. The -196°

fraction was shown by its infrared spectrum to be unreacted

difluorotrifluoromethylphosphine (0.0166 g., 0.12 m. moles.). The

-78° fraction was passed through a trap at -36° to one at -196°.

Bicycloheptadiene, identified by its infrared spectrum, passed

the -36° trap (0.0404 g. 0.43 m. moles.).

The -36° trap contained a colourless liquid whose infrared

spectrum suggested it was cis-bis(difluorotrifluoromethylphosphine)

molybdenum tetracarbonyl (0. 4261 g., 0.88 m. moles.). (Found:

C, 14.9; H, 0.1; F, 31.4; P, 12.8. C_F MoO P requires
o 1U 4 2

C, 14.9; H, 0.0; F, 39.3; P, 12.8%).
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Preparation of cis-[(CF ) PP]„Mo(CO)
j _ ,i , i ' . , —— i ^

Fluorobistrifluoromethylphosphine (0.4974 g., 2.S5 m, moles.)

and bicycloheptadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl (0.2936 g., 0.97,

m. moles.) reacted for four days to produce a little white, solid

and a yellow liquid. The volatiles were fractionated through

traps at -36°, -78° and -19S°C. The bicycloheptadiene and

excess fluorobis(trifluoromethyl)phosphine could not be completely

separated by fractionation. The mixture was condensed into a tube

containing 5 ml. of 2 N NaOH, the tube was sealed and allowed to

stand at room temperature for several days. When the tube was

opened 0.0665 g. of fluoroform, identified by its infrared spectrum,

were recovered. Assuming the reaction:-

(CF ) PF + 3 NaOH > 2 CF„H + NaF + Na_HP0 to have
O Zi G <4 G

occurred then the mixture must have contained(0.0893 g., 0.47

m. moles.) of unreacted (CF„) PF, By difference from the weight
G cj

of the unhydrolysed mixture the weight of recovered bicycloheptadiene

was 0.0644 g., 0.70 m. moles,

o
The -36 fraction was a colourless liquid with an infrared

spectrum as expected for cis-bis(fluorobistrifluoromethylphosphine)

molybdenum tetracarbonyl (0.5221 g., 0.89 m. moles.)

(Found: C, 15.6; H, 0.0; F, 52.2; P, 13.5. CgF JGJoO^Pg requires
C, 16.45; H, 0.0; F, 45.6; P, 10.6%).
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Preparation of cis-[(CF^)^P]9Mo(C0)4
Tris-trifluororaethylphosphine (0.7899 g., 3.32 m. moles.)

and bicycloheptadiene molybdenum tetracarbonyl (0.306 g., 1.02

m. moles.) reacted for ten days to produce a red liquid and a

brown solid. The volatile contents were fractionated through

o o o
traps at -78 and -196 C. The -196 fraction was shown by its

infrared spectrum and molecular weight to be tris-rtrifluoro-

methylph.osphine (0.2950 g., 1.24 m. moles, M, 228). The -78°
fraction was shown by its infrared spectrum to be bicycloheptadiene

(0.0508 g., 0.50 m. moles.).

After prolonged pumping a colourless liquid moved into the

vacuum line from the reaction tube. The brown solid did not

move. The infrared spectrum of the liquid suggested that it

was cis-bls[tris tr lfluoromethyl ph osphine] molybdenum

tetracarbonyl (0.457 g., 0.67 m. moles.) (Found: C, 18.1;

H, 0.0; F, 58.0; P, 8.7. c QF gMoO^g requires C, 17.5; H, O.O;
F, 50.0; P 9.1%).
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Preparation of cis-(PF ) Cr(CO)

Phosphorus trifluoride (0.4858g.,5.52 m. moles.) and

bicycloheptadiene chromium tetracarbonyl (0.5322 g., 2,08 m. moles.)

were allowed to stand at room temperature for ten days. There

was no formation of the expected liquid-, bicycloheptadiene. The

tube was heated for 24 hours at 50°C. and then for 12 hours at

100°C. until the reaction appeared to be complete. The volatiles

were fractionated, leaving some yellow solid in the tube. In the

o
-196 trap were phosphorus trifluoride and a small amount of

silicon tetrafluoride, shown by infrared spectroscopy,

(0.1606 g., 1.82 m. moles.).
o

The contents of the -78 trap were passed through a trap

o
at -36 several times but the mixture, shown by infrared to be

bicycloheptadiene and cis-dPFg^Cr^CO)^ could not be completely
separated. The more volatile fraction was the mixture

( 0.298 g., ). . The infrared spectrum of the pale

o
yellow liquid in the -36 trap suggested that it was c±s-bis(tri-

fluorophosphine)chromium tetracarbonyl (0.5101 g., 1.50 m. moles.).

(Found: C, 13.8; H, 0.0; F, 27.1; P, 17.4. C.F MoO P requires

C, 14.1; H, 0.0; F, 33.5; P, 18.25%).

The ^ NMR spectrum suggests that there may be several

isomers present in the mixture.



PART II

Reaction between Diethylamlne and Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine.

The diethylamine was purified by drying over KOH pellets,

distillation, then fractionation on the vacuum line through

a trap at -4f° to one at -78°C. The middle fraction only was

used (M 72.4) and stored under vacuum in a sealed glass tube.

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (1.7254 g,, 9.22 m. moles.)

reacted with diethylamine (0,6834 g., 9.35 m. moles.) upon

warming slowly from -196° to room temperature. A very small

amount of white solid formed during the rather vigorous

reaction, in addition to a colourless liquid. After about

five minutes the contents of the tube became yellow and when the

volatile products had been pumped into the vacuum line a very

little brown liquid remained behind. The products were

separated by fractionation through traps at -63°, -96°, and

-196°C. The trap at -196° contained phosphorus trifluoride

(0.0544 g., 0.618 m. moles.) identified by its infrared spectrum

and molecular weight (M, 81). The trap at -96° contained

chloroform (0.9320 g., 7.8 m. moles.) identified by its infrared

spectrum and molecular weight (M, 120). The colourless liquid

in the trap at -63° was identified by its infrared and N.M.R.

spectra as diethylamino-N-'jdrlflucrophosphine (1.003 g., 7.13 m.

moles., M 139). The vapour pressure of (C H ) NPF at 18.7°C
<i O £

was 44 mm.i. Hg.
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Reaction between Piperidine and Difluorotrlchloromethylphosphine.

The piperidine was dried over KOH pellets then distilled

at 106-107°C. It was vacuum fractionated and the middle

fraction, stopping at -45°C, was taken as pure piperidine and

stored in sealed, evacuated, Pyrex tubes.

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (1.8342 g., 9.8 m. moles.)

reacted with piperidine (0.8256 g., 9.71 m. moles.) when warmed

slowly from -196° to room temperature. A colourless liquid

and a little white solid were formed by the slightly exothermic

reaction. The volatile products of the reaction were fractionated

o o o
in the vacuum system through traps at -45 , -96 and -196 C.

The trap at -196° contained phosphorus trifluoride, (0.1191 g., 1.35

m. moles.) identified by its infrared spectrum and molecular

weight (M, 90.0). The trap at -96° contained chloroform

(1.0775 g., 8.94 m. moles., M, 119), identified by infrared

and molecular weight measurements. The trap at -45° contained

a colourless liquid identified as piperidino-N-difluorophosphi'ne

(0.7956 g., 5.2 m. moles.) by its infrared and N.M.R. spectra.

The vapour pressure of C^H^NPF^ 20.6°C was 6.6 mnr. .. Hg.
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The Reaction of Pyrrolidine with Difluorotrlchlororaethylphosphine.

The pyrrolidine was dried over KOH pellets and distilled

at 86.8-88,0°C. It was then vacuum distilled through a trap at

-24° and stored in sealed glass tubes.

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (1,801 g., 9.62 m. moles.)

and pyrrolidine (0.6935 g., 9.76 m. moles.) reacted exothermically

when slowly warmed from -196° to room temperature. A small

amount of solid was evident in the reaction tube,together with

a yellow liquid,after the reaction had stopped. The volatile

products were pumped into the vacuum line leaving a yellow,

very viscous oil in the tube. Fractionation of the volatiles

o o o
through traps at -45 # -96 and -196 C partially resolved

o
the mixture. The trap at -196 contained phosphorus trifluoride

(0.1323 g., 1.5 m. moles., M, 88.4) identified by its infrared

o o
spectrum and molecular weight. The traps at -96 and -45

both contained a mixture of chloroform and pyrrolidino-N-di-

fluoroPihosphine as shown by infrared spectra. Repeated

o
refractionation through a trap at -45 separated pure

pyrrolidinS^N-difluorophosphine (0.4132 g., 2.98 m. moles.) having

a vapour pressure of 11.0 mro.i. at 18.0°C. The infrared and

N.M.R. spectra were identical to the product obtained by

fluorination of pyrrolidino-N-dichlorophosphine. The remaining

mixture of chloroform and pyrrolidino-N-difluorophosphine could

not be separated by further fractionation.
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The composition of the mixture (1.0760 g.) was determined by

reacting it with hydrogen chloride (0.2786 g., 7.63 m. moles.,

M 36.0).

A white solid was produced as expected from the reaction:

C4HgNPF2 + 2HC1 > PF2C1 + The volatile
contents of the tube were fractionated through a trap at -120°
where chloroform (0.8699 g., 7.26 m. moles., M, 122.1) was

isolated and identified by infrared and molecular weight

measurements. The excess hydrogen chloride, together with the

difluorochlorophosphine, passed to a trap at -196°. The contents

of the mixture (0.3274 g.) were shown by infrared spectroscopy.

This reaction shows that the original mixture contained 0.2061 g.

of pyrrolidino-N-difluorophosphine. The total amount of

pyrrolidino-N-difluorophosphine produced in the reaction was,

therefore, 0.6193 g., 4.45 m. moles. .

Preparation of Pyrrolidino-N-dichlorophosphine

Phosphorus trichloride (68.75 g., 0.5 mole.) was dissolved

in 100 ml., of dry ether and the solution placed in a three

necked flask fitted with a reflux condenser and a dropping

funnel. The system was kept under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen

and the flask cooled in solid carbon dioxide.
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Dry, redistilled pyrrolidine (71 g. , 1 mole.), dissolved in

100 ml. of dry ether, was added very slowly to the stirred

solution of phosphorus trichloride. There was a vigorous

reaction as each drop of amine was added and the white insoluble

amine hydrochloride formed. When the addition was complete the

stirred solution was allowed to warm to room temperature to

allow the dissolved HC1 to escape. The amine hydrochloride was

filtered off and washed with ether (3 x 50 ml.). The ether was

distilled off and the last traces were removed under vacuum.

o
The residue was vacuum distilled at 98.5-102 QJ/19.5 mm. to

give a colourless, fuming liquid (41 g., 0.24 mole.). The

product was redistilled through a short Vigreux column at
i

92.5-93.0°C /13 mm. (Pound: C, 27.9; H, 5.0; CI, 36.4;

N, 7.0; P, 17,4. C CI HJJP requires C, 27.9; H, 4.65;4 2 o

Cl, 41.1; N, 8.1; P, 18.0%). The reactivity towards moisture

may explain the low chlorine analysis. The structure of the

compound was confirmed by its proton and phosphorus N.M.R.

spectra.
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Fluorlnatlon of Pyrrolidino-N-dichlorophosphine by

Antimony Trifluoride.

Pyrrolidino-N-dichlorophosphine was placed in a two

necked flask fitted with a reflux condenser and a bent side arm.

The system was flushed continuously with dry nitrogen. Freshly

refluxed antimony trifluoride was added slowly from the side

arm. Slightly more antimony trifluoride was added than required

for the reaction:-

3 C4HgNPCl2 + 2SbF3 > 3 C4HgNPF2 + 2SbCl3.
The exothermic reaction was controlled by the rate of

addition of the antimony trifluoride. During the reactiorv at

just above room temperature,a colourless gas was evolved as

each portion of SbF was added, later observations suggested

that this gas was phosphorus trifluoride. When the addition

was complete the mixture was kept at 50-60°C?:. for 2^ hours.

The liquid in the flask slowly turned brown and more gas was

evolved. The liquid product was distilled under vacuum to

give only one fraction. The boiling point of the product from

two attempts (64°/16 mm-; and 82°/12 mm-; )* using' thd above method

suggested that the product was not pure pyrrolidino-N-difluoro-

phosphine but mostly the dichlorophosphine.
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A second method of preparation of C^H^NPF^ was eventually
used. Antimony trifluoride (10g.,5.58 m. moles.) was added

slowly to pyrrolidino-N-dichlorophosphine (18.3 g., 10.6 m. moles.)

in the manner described above and the reaction mixturo then

stirred at room temperature for one hour.

The flask was attached to the vacuum line and the volatile

products were fractionated through traps at -78° and -196°C. The

trap at -78° was shown by infrared spectroscopy to contain

pyrrolidino-N-difluorophosphine and a small amount of phosphorus

trifluoride. Repeated fractionation failed to remove the phosphorus

trifluoride completely. The pyrrolidino-N-difluorophosphine

produced (2.86 g., 20.6 m. moles.) was a colourless liquid with a

very strong smell, its vapour pressure at 20°C was 11.0 mm. Hg

(Found: C, 35.0; H, 6.1; N, 9.8; P, 21.9. C F H NP requires
6 O

C, 34.55; H, 5.75; N, 10.1; P, 22.3%).

A slow moving, colourless liquid also moved slowly into

the vacuum line and stopped at -24° (1.5915 g.). The *^P
N.M.R. spectrum showed that this was unreacted pyrrolidine-N-

dichlorophosphine.
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Action of heat upon pyrrolidino-N-difluorophosphine.

A sample of freshly purified pyrrolidino-N-difluorophosphine

(0.452 g., 3.25 m. moles.) was heated in a sealed, evacuated

o o
Pyrex tube at 50 -60 C for four hours. Fractionation of the

tube contents gave unreacted starting material and a more volatile

fraction, identified as phosphorus trifluoride (0.0.9 g., 0.216

m. moles.) by its infrared spectrum.
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Reactlon between Dimethyl Phosphlneand Dlfluorotrichloro-

methylphosphlne.

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (0.6913 g. , 3.70m. moles.)

and dimethyl phosphine (0.5357 g., 8.65 m. moles.) were condensed

into an evacuated glass tube which was sealed and slowly allowed

to warm to room temperature. On reaching room temperature a

white solid slowly formed. After one hour the tube appeared

to contain a white solid and two immiscible liquids. The tube

was opened under vacuum and the liquids moved into the vacuum

line where they were fractionated through traps at -78°, -120°
and -19S°C. The white solid did not move under high vacuum.

Speclt-csc-oj-j
The trap at -193 was shown by infrared^to contain phosphorus

trifluoride (0.0897 g., 1.02m. moles., M, 86). The contents

o o
of the traps at -78 and -120 had identical infrared spectra

and so were combined. The total weight of this combined fraction

was 0.5311 g., it appeared to consist of two immiscible liquids.

Each time the liquids were allowed to move from a trap at room

temperature,during attempts at fractionation,a small amount of

white solid was left behind. The infrared spectrum showed a

large number of peaks but those due to chloroform could be

picked out at 1216 and 769 cm.
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In order to find the constitution of the mixture, its *H and

19
F nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were examined. The fluorine

resonance consisted of a doublet of triplets and a doublet of septuplets

and was in complete agreement with a spectrum, provided by Dr. R.

Schmutzler, of trifluorodimethylphosphorane.. The spectrum

contained a line at 2.6~T assignable to chloroform and an irregular

doublet at 8,4T suggesting the presence of P - H coupling, J = 8.5c/s..

The proton resonance of (CH ) PF„ could not be observed.
O ^ o

However, with the new information it was seen that the infrared

spectrum of the mixture consisted ox three superimposed spectra, those

of CHC1 , (CH ) PF and a third unidentified compound. Infrared
O O sJ

spectrum of the mixture:- 3170 vw, 3052 vw, 2989 w, 2973 w, 2969 w,

2915 w, 2903 w, 1431 w, 1422 w, 1416 w, 1402 w, 1322 w, sh; 1319 m, 1314 m,

1304 m, sh; 1293 m, 1217 m, 981 s, 951 m, 913 w, sh; 890 s, 332 m, sh;

849 w, 836 w, 770 vs, 762 vs, 753 vs, C86 w, €75 w, (cm. ),

Slow, repeated passage of the mixture through a trap at -63°

yielded a small amount of white solid which melted at about room

temperature. The infrared spectrum of this fraction showed it to be free

of chloroform and of trifluorodimethylphosphorane. Complete separation

of the constituents of the mixture proved impossible, however. Infrared

spectrum of the -63° fraction:- 2990 s, 2980 s, 2970 s, 2916 m, P;

2910 s, Q; 2903 m, R; 1442 m, sh; 1439 m, sh; 1434 s, 1420 s, 1419 s,

1413 m, sh; 1407 m, 1300 m, sh; 1297 vs, 1238 s, 1279 m, 1091 vw, 1029 vw,

980 m, P; 955 vs, Q; 946 m, R; 890 s, P; 885 vs, Q; 87S s, R; 351 vw,

705 s, 635 w, 674 w, {cm. *).
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The -63° fraction appeared to decompose at room temperature while being

1 19
weighed. The H, F N.M.R. spectra of this fraction were identical

to those of the former mixture.

The white solid product was sealed off under vacuum and the

tube opened in the dry-box. The solid was very sticky and difficult

to handle. It did not form a very good mull with Nujol but an infrared

spectrum was obtained:- 1413 w, 1317 s, 1226 s, 1185 m, 1170 m, 1038 s,

1006 s, 913 s, b, 880 s, 760 m, 704 s, 676 m, 668 m, (cm. ").

Analysis:- C, 17.32; H, 5.24; P, 5.24; %.

A fresh sample of the white solid (0.2824 g.) was reacted

in a sealed tube with pyridine (1.0735 g., 13.6 m. moles). When the

volatile tube contents were fractionated through traps at -33° and

-196°, they were found to consist of pyridine (0.9737 g., 12,4 m. moles)

and dimethylphosphine (0.0398 g., 0.64 m. moles).
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Attempted Reaction of Dlfluorotrichloromethylphosphine with

Bis(trlfluoromethyl)phosphlne.

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (0.7210 g., 3.86 m. moles.)

and bis(trifluoromethyl)phosphine (0.6343 g,, 3.73 m. moles.)

o
were condensed into a tube at -196 C. The tube was sealed and

allowed to warm slowly to room temperature. Since there was no

obvious sign of reaction the tube was allowed to stand at room

temperature for 9 hours. The contents were fractionated on the

vacuum line and examined by infrared spectroscopy which showed

only the presence of starting materials. The reactants were

resealed in the tube and heated at 60° for 6 hours. The contents

were fractionated again, through traps at -78°, -120° and -196°Cf.
and were shown to bo unchanged except for the appearance of a

small new peak at 1026 cm.1 due to a small amount of silicon

tetrafluoride. To ensure that there was no product in the

fraction at -78°, this was passed through a trap at -45°, but

nothing was condensed out. The -*20° fraction did not contain

any chloroform, as expected if reaction had occurred.
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Reaction between Methyl Thiol and Difluorotrichloromethyl-

phosphine

Difluorotrichloromethylphosphine (1.0787 g., 5.75 m. moles.)

and methyl thiol (0.3537 g., 7.37 m. moles.) were allowed to

stand at room temperature in a sealed tube for three days. The

tube contents were fractionated and examined by infrared

spectroscopy. Only starting materialn, together with a trace of

silicon tetrafluoride, were present. The mixture was resealed

and heated at 60° for 13 hours, and again the volatile contents

of the tube were found to be starting materials. A very small

amount of Involatile white solid remained in the tube but was

not examined further because of the possible high toxicity of

oxidised by-products.

Reaction of Phosphorus Trifluoride with Methyl Thiol in the

presence of Triethylamlne.

Phosphorus trifluoride (0.7325 g., 8.32 m. moles.),

methyl thiol (0.1445 g., 3.01 m. moles.) and triethylamine

(0.3592 g., 3.55 m. moles.) were condensed into a glass tube

which was sealed off under vacuum and allowed to slowly warm

o
from -196 to room temperature.
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Reaction appeared to occur well below room temperature but the

tube was kept at room temperature for 10 minutes to ensure

complete reaction. The volatile products were fractionated

through traps at -78°, -120° and -196 °C. The trap at -196°
contained phosphorus trifluoride (0.5003 g., 5.68 m. moles., M,

87.0) identified by its infrared spectrum and molecular weight.

The traps at -78° and -120° were shown by infrared spectroscopy

to contain triethylamine which was passed through a trap at -24°C
to remove any less volatile fraction. The -24° trap then contained

a very small amount of liquid, which moved slowly in the vacuum

line. The low volatility suggested that this was not MeSPF_.

The triethylamine passed the -24° trap readily (0.1625 g., 1.60

m. moles., M, 97). The tube contained a yellow solid which was

involatile and was presumably triethylamine hydrogen fluoride or

bifluoride plus any involatile products. The solid was not in¬

vestigated further because of the possible high toxicity of compounds

v
containing P and oxygen, fluorine and methyl thio groups which

could have formed during handling.
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Reaction between Dimethylamine and Trans-tris(difluorotrlchloromethyl-

phosphine) molybdenum tricarbonyl.

Dimethylamine (0.5099 g., 11.32 m. moles) and trans-(CCl„PF0)0Mo(CO)0
1

o « O o

(0.5012 g., 0.676 m. moles) reacted at room temperature in a sealed,

evacuated glass tube overnight. Fine needle crystals wei"e then

visible in the brown liquid contained in the tube.

The volatile products (0.5803 g.) were pumped into the vacuum

line and identified by infrared spectroscopy as a mixture of

chloroform and dimethylamine. The amounts of each compound in the

mixture were determined by reacting it with hydrogen chloride to

remove the amine as its salt. The chloroform (0.1717 g., 1.44 m. moles)

was separated from the excess hydrogen chloride by fractionation

through a trap at -120°. From the difference in weights of

chloroform and mixture the amount of excess amine was obtained

(0.408S g., 9.08 m. moles).

The involatile, viscous brown liquid from the reaction was

extracted with hot hexane and boiled with activated charcoal to

produce a cloudy, viscous liquid (0.2138 g., 0.42 m. moles).

It proved impossible to purify this liquid further since it

did not crystallise, did not distil, even at high vacuum, was

unchanged by passage through an alumina column and could not be
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detected on a gas-liquid chromatograph. (Found: C, 21.9; H, 3.4;

N, 10.35; P, 17.1. C H N P Mo0„ requires C, 20.8; H, 3.5; N, 10.2;
9 lo o o o

P, 17.9S %).

Reaction between Piperidine and Trans-tris(difluorotrichloromethyl-

phosphine) molybdenum tricarbonyl.

Piperidine (0.5942 g., 7.0 m. moles) and trans-(CCl„PFr>)0Mo(CO)_
o A o O

(0.905 g., 1.22 m. moles) reacted at room temperature in a sealed

glass tube overnight to produce a brown liquid and fine needle-

shaped crystals.

The volatile products (0.3217 g.) were identified by infrared

spectroscopy as a mixture of chloroform and piperidine. Reaction

of the piperidine with hydrogen chloride and separation of the

chloroform from the excess hydrogen chloride showed the mixture to

contain 0.3038 g., 2.58 m. moles of chloroform and excess piperidine

(0.0179 g., 0.21 m. moles).

Extraction of the involatile product from the reaction tube,

followed by boiling with charcoal gave a milky, viscous liquid

(0.5112 g., 0.80 m. moles) which could not be purified further by

normal techniques.
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Reaction of Piperidine and Cis-bis(difluorotrichloromethyIphosphine)

molybdenum tetracarbonyl.

Piperidine (0.7847 g., 9.2 m. moles) and cis-(CCl PF )0Mo(CO)
"

O JLi i

(2,216 g., 3.79 m. moles) reacted overnight at room temperature in

a sealed glass tube to produce a brown liquid and small crystals.

The volatile products (0.6167 g.) were pumped into the vacuviQ

line and were identified by infrared spectroscopy as piperidine

and chloroform. From the reaction of the mixture with hydrogen

chloride its constitution was found to be: chloroform (0.5575 g.,

4.66 m. moles) and piperi-siine (0.0592 g., 0.696 m. moles).

After the involatile product had been extracted from the

reaction tube it was decolourised with activated charcoal. The

resultant viscous liquid (0.863 g., 1.69 m. moles) could not be

crystallised, however, although the expected product,cis-(C H NPF„)0
■ 1 " 5 10 2 2

Mo(CO)^ has been shown to be solid when pure. (Found: C, 34.82;

H, 4.24; N, 5.93; P, 12.68. c Hg^MoNgP,^ requires C, 32.7;
H, 3.9; N, 5.45; P, 12.05; %).

The infrared and H nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of this
107

product agreed closely with those obtained by Grunbaum and Nixon.
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Reaction of Hydrogen Chloride and Cis-tris(piperidino-N-difluoro-

phosphine) molybdenum tricarbonyl.

No reaction occurred between hydrogen chloride (0.3403 g., 9.33

m. moles) and cis-{C H NPF ) Mo(CO). (0 . 967 g., 1.515 jn. moles)
- ■ 5 lO £ 3 o

when they were allowed to stand at room temperature overnight.

After three days, however, the tube appeared to contain a dark brown

solid and a viscous liquid. Upon fractionation of the volatile

tube contents, hydrogen chloride (0.1363 g., 5.1 m. moles') stopped

at -196° and a glassy solid (0.1124 g.) remained in the trap at

-73°. The hydrogen chloride was resealed with the brown solid and

left at room temperature for a further 10 days after which the

volatiles consisted of 0.1237 g., 3.4 m. moles of hydrogen chloride

and 0.0924 g. of the glassy solid.

The infrared spectrum of the solid suggested that it was

cis-tris(difluorochlorophosphine) molybdenum tricarbonyl. Unfortunately

its instability prohibited further investigations of its properties.

The black solid was extracted with hot petroleum ether giving

a colourless solution which contained a very small amount of sticky

white solid, sufficient for an infrared spectrum which showed it to

be unreacted cis-(C H NPF ) Mo(CO) . Extraction with hot chloroform
1 J 1 o JLO £ o v

gave a pink solution which produced pale pink crystals which were

purified by recrystallisation from ethanol. The white crystals

(0.288 g., 2.365 m. moles) were shown by their infrared spectrum
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to be piperidine hydrogen chloride, mpt. 235-7°,
The results of the reaction may be summarised in the

percentage yields of the products;- cis-(PClF ) Mo(CO) , 27%;
'

M O O

C H NHC1, 52%; HC1 reacted, 65.5%
O iO
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Character Tables

E dh

A' x, y, R
2 2

x , y ,

2
z , xy

A" 1 -1 z, Rx, Ry yz, xz

C2v E C2 C>^(xz)
V

(yz)
V

A1 1 1 1 1 z
2 2 2

x , y , z

A2 1 1 -1 -1 R
z

xy

B1 .1 -1 1 -1 x, R
y

xz

B2 1 -1 -1 1
X

os

1

yz



C Gr HATRIX PROGRAM SET PART A. JfWUFittF! 155
C ... i i - .)L l zak
c e oa i k I a progra:

ul. iL.iSIO:: G ( 1Q , 10 ) , F ( 1G » 10 ) » Pi ( 1G , 1 0 ) , V L ( 1 0) , YLiMV ( 10) ,
17EMPV(10 J,VECI ( 1' ),VfcCI i. J( lo),PCT( 10,10) ,PRODL (10,10)

C ..IS LEADER OF i-./iTR IX, I'IA.X = 10
1 0 0 0 K i A 0 1 , : .

1 FORMAT(TP)
IF (. -10)2, 2,999

2 JU 4 1=1,
4 .AD 0 ? ( G ( I 7 J ) , J = i , I'I )

JO 0 1=1,
5 RF.OJ 3, (F( I, J) , J= 1 ,. )
d F 0 . ■ i /. I ( 3 F 1. A« )

D.. 6 l \ — 1 ?

Li. 6 1=1,
0(1 , Is ) =0 • 0

6 J " 1 : .

6 ! i I I , K ) =H I I , A ) +0 ( i 7 J ) *■" P ( J , R )
11A 11. i 0 0 0 i [ {( I j J ) j I - T ■) , — 1, •> )

boo FUF.OaI I / / o 9 x , 21h i\ i 02 Ti c EOtP.gy matrix/ / (41 2 0 • j ) )
I - u.11A I ( / / _o T X 7 0 _> I i P!.11 l i I I . L L i \- l; R G J i ;A I is I a / / (*7 r Z « ) )

Li 02 i-OKi-i a i ( / /46X , '6 i Irl riA I RI X/ / ( 4F2C • b) )
P.. 11 ,T ;ol, ( ( F f I , .1) , T = 1 , ) ,.1 = 1 ,. )

lie PR IDT OOP, ( (! I (I 7J ) 71-1> ) ,J-l, • ;
12 0- ilC GL = 1
f u0 10 I — 1 7

to ipv ( i ) =0.0
VECTOO(I)=0.0

10 v e c t(i )=0.0
T -PV( C0L) = 1.0

,C .U.Oi =1
2 4 D0 15 I = 17 0

VECT ( I ) =0 - J
UG 15 «J —1,0

1 5 VECT ( I ) = TL:, i PV ( J ) *H ( I , J ) + VECT ( I )
12 DO 17 1 = 170

Z = VECTNU(I)-VECT( I )
I F ( A i..> S F ( Z ) -. 100-4) 17,17, 16

17 CERT TAI IF
IK I A (7 — 1
GO i LJ 20

16 0 t a g = 0
Du 1... 1 = 1,1.

18 V ECT i .U ( I ) = VE C 1 ( I )
2 0 E IG V L = V E C T ( 1 )

>.) (J 21 1=2,0
Y =moS r ( VEC 1 ( I ) ) —A >S F ( E I GVL )
II 17)21,21,23

2. d i; IG V L —h iv S |- ( V E C1 (I))
21 COOT I DUE

DO 22 1=1,0
22 te; 1pv(i )= vect( i )/eigvl

iiCOUOT = OCOUOT + 1
I F (, COUi :l"-200 )99o , 990 ,950

95 0 PKIi.T 951
95i FORMAT(io:11oo R.A.JY I I ERA I IUUS J

Gf. TfT 1 000



598 IF (NTAG-1 124,3 0, 999
30 WAVEN= 1302.832* SQ'RTF ( EIGVL)

FKINI 31, fc1GV L,WAVFM
31 FORMAT ( / / 2 IX » 11 HE I GENVALUE= F1 2. 8 , 10 X, 11H WAV ENUMB ER =F 8 . 2// )

PRINT 123 ? NCOUNT
123 FORMAT(9H0 NC0UNT=I3)

130 CONTINUE
C GENERATING L AND L INVERSE VECTORS

DSQ=0.0
DO 32 1=1, N
DO 32 J = 1 , N

32 OS Q = T EMP V ( I ) *lE-Mp V ( J ) *F ( I , J ) + DS.Q
D=SQRTF(DStt/EIGVL)
PRINT 421

421 FORMAT (46X,8HL VECTOR//)
DO 33 1=1, N
VL ( I ) = T ELLP V ( I) /D

3 3 PR INT 42, VL (J) •

42 FORMAT(44X,F20.8)
DO 34 I = 1»N
VLINV(I)=0.0
DO 34 J= 1, N

34 VLlIv (I ) = VL(J)*F(J,I)+VLINV( I )
PRINT 381

. . __

381 FORMAT(//42X,16HL INVERSE VECTOR//)
DO 3 5 1=1, N
VLINV(I)=VLINV(I)/EIGVL

35 PRINT 42? VLINV(I)
140 CONTINUE

DO 40 1=1, RL
DO 40 J=1,N
PRODL ( I, J ) = V L ( I ) V L ( J)

40 PC T ( I , J ) = P RO DL (I » J ):*F ( I , J ) / E IG VL
PRINT 995

995 FORMAT(//12H E IGENVALUE= )
DO 996 I=1,N

150 DO 996 J= 1 , N
996 PRINT 997, PRODL( I , J ) , I ,J
997 FORMAT ( F20.8,2HF(,I 2,1H,,12,1H) )

PRINT 43, ( (PC T( I,J ) , I = 1,N),J=11N)
43 FORMAT!//53X,29HPU I EN I IAL ENERGY DI STR 1 BUT I ON / / ( 5 fZC, . 8 ) )
160 DO 3 6 1 = l_t_N_._

DO 36 J = 1,11
36 H(I,J)=H(I,J)—V LINV(J)*VL(I)*EjGVL
IT'O NCOL = NCuL+l

I F ( NCU L~ N) i i ( ? 1 00 0
999 CALL EXIT

END ...



C GF MATRIX PROGRAM SET PART
C SLEZAK SYSTEM OF FOUR EQUNS

D IM ENS ION A(3 , 3 ) ,B(3),X(3)
30 READ 20,A,D
2 0 FORMAT (3F14. 8J

5 1 = 3
k=i

10 I = K+1
L = K

24 Z=ABS F(A(I,K))-A BSF(A(L,K ) )
IF(Z)21,21,25

21 IF(I-N)22,23,22
22 1=1+1

GO TO 24
25 L = I

GO TO 21
23 IF(L-K)26 ,2 7 » 26
26 DO 2 8 J = K,N .

TEMP=A(K, J)
A(K,J)=A(L,J)

2 8 A(L,J)= T E M P
T1 -R(K.)
B(K)=B (L)
OIL) — I 1

27 I=K+1
4 XM =A( I,K)/A(K,K)

J =K+ 1

DU /' Jl-J ,N
7 A( I , J 1 ) = A(I,J1)-XM*A(K, J1)

b(i)-b ( 1 ) -XM+B ( K )

IF(I-N)8,9,8
8 1=1+1

GO TO 4
9 IF(K—(N — 1 ) >11,12,11
11 K=K+1

GO TO 1 0
12 CONTINUE

X { N ) = B ( N ) / A (N , N )
I =N— 1

17 J=1+1
S = 0.

15 S = S+A ( t ,.l 1 +'X (.J )
IF(J-N)13,14,13

13 J=J+1
GO TO 15

14 X(I)=(B(I)-S)/A( I , I )
IF(1-1)16,18,16

16 I-I-l
GO TO 17

18 PRINT 19, X
19 FORMAT(3F14.8)

GO TO 3 0
END



PROG I WEBSTER ROOTS,FREQ(K),PERCENT CONT TO POT ENERGY
REQUIRES G AND F MATRIX ELEMENTS N=ORDER OF F(MAX 20,20)
IE G E N= 0 ROOTS +VECTO RS. I EG EN N OT = 0 ROOTS ONLY. i\IEWF = 0 READS NEW
MEWG=0 READ NEW G. READ F AND G ROW WISE. ONLY TERMS UN AND ABOVE
MAIN DIAGONAL F,G, AND H=GF PRINTED ROW WISE
DIMENSION F(20,20),G(20,20),H(20,20),FREQ(20),A(120),B(20,20)
DIMENSION ROOT (20), 0(20,20), D(20,20)

0 R h A DI , N., I E GE N, NE W F , N E W G
1 FORMAT (4 13)

K = (N* N + N)/2
IF(NEwF) 998,999,998

9 READ2, (A(L), L=1,K)
2 PC Nr. A 7 ( 10F7.4)

DO 10 L= 1, In
lUri = 0
DO 12 M= 1, N
10r-i - IUM + i'vi + 1 — M
IF(IUH—L) 12,13,13

.2 CONTINUE
L 3 I — ri

J U i'i = 0
DO 17 M= 1, I
JO l-i = JUM + i'-i—1

17 CONTINUE
J= L~m* I + JUi'i+ N
F ( I , J ) = A ( L )
r(J,i) = F(I,J)

10 CONTImUE
98 PRINT 80
80 FORMAT (9H F MATRIX/)

Ulj 01 I = 1, N
PRINT 3, (F(I,J),,J=l»i\i)
PRINT 22 \

2 2 r() KMA l ( IH )
3 I CO N TI im u E

11" ( Nb WG ) 996 ,"997, 99 6
v I i\i- AD » , ( A ( L ) , L — 1 , r\ )

u i i ' Ri-i A I ( 7 F10. o )

JO 14 L = 1, is
I UM = 0
Dij 13 .i = l , i \)

I Mi-i= I U; i+N + i-M
i. - ( I u i. - L ) 15,16,16

-.8 CUNT I r-iU E

-j 1 (ri= J Uri+M —1
1 d CONI i NUE

J I + J UM + N
o i I , J ) = A ( L )
G ( J , I ) = G ( I , J )

14 CONTINUE
>96 PRINT 81
81 FORMAi ( 9H G MATRIX/)

D(J 8 3 I = 1,N
PRINT 4, (G(I,J), J = 1,N)

4 FORMAT (71-13.8 )



PRINT 22
53 CONTINUE

C CALCULATR GF MATRIX AND STORE IN HI I,J)
DO 60 I = 1 » N
DO 6 0 J = 1 , N
HI J , I ) = 0.0
DO 60 K=1,N
III J,I ) =111 J, I ) + G I I ,K)*F(K, J)

60 CONTINUE
PRINT 82

82 FORMAT (12H GF = ii MATRIX/)
DO 83 J=1,N
PRINT 84, (HI I,J), I = 1» N)

84 FORMAT (5E16.7)
PRINT 22

83 CONTINUE
C USE SUBROUTINE CLEIG TO CALCULATE ROOTS AND VECTORS

N X = 2 0
NY = 20
CA L L C L E IG I H , B , ROO T, N , NX, NY )
Du 2 5 I = 1 , N
IF (ROUT!I)) 30,30,31

30 FREQI I)=0.0
GO 10 2 6

31 FREQII) = 13 03. 16*SQRTFI ROOT I I ))
26 Cu NT INUE
25 CONTINUE

DO 28 I = 1 , N
PRINT 29, ROOT!I ),FREQI I)

29 FORMAT (7FI ROO T= F12.8, 13H WAVENUMB ER = F8.2/)
2 8 CO NT INLJE

IF I I EGEN ) 100,101,100
101 CONTINUE \

PRINT 40
40', FORMAT I 13IT EIGENVECTORS/)

DO 41 J = 1, N
PRINT 42, IBI I, J) , I = 1» N )

42 FORMAT (10E12.5)
PRINT 22

41 CONTINUE
DO 150 J=1,N
DO 15 0 I = 1 , N
C I I , J ) = B I I , J ) * B CI , J ) * F I I , I )

150 CONTINUE
DO 151 J = 1» N
S I GMA = 0 . 0
DO 152 1=1,N
SIGMA = S.I GMA + CI I , J )

152 CONTINUE
DO 15 6 K= 1 , N
D I K,J) = C I K,J ) * 100.0/SIGMA

156 CONTINUE
151 CONTINUE

PRINT 153
153 FORMAT I30H POTENTIAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION/)

DO 154 J = 1, N
PRINT 155, ID(I,J), 1=1,N)

155 FORMAT I 1 OF 8. 3)


